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ABSTRACT
STUDENTS’ PERCEPTIONS AND EXPERIENCES WITH PODCASTS AS A
SUPPLEMENTARY TEXT IN A CRITICAL MEDIA LITERACY FRAMEWORK

Anne E. Gill

As the need for critical media literacy practices in classrooms increases, it is important to
investigate students’ experiences with a variety of media texts, specifically when
analyzed from a critical media literacy stance. Critical media literacy creates spaces for
students to question, challenge, and analyze the role of media texts in promoting or
rejecting dominant ideologies and narratives. This qualitative action research study,
framed in both critical literacy and critical media literacy practices, studied the
experiences of students who engaged with podcasts as a supplementary course text. The
study took place over the course of ten weeks with secondary level students (n=8)
enrolled in an Intro to Social Justice Course. Students selected podcasts to support unit
topics and analyzed each podcast episode using a critical media literacy framework.
Additional data was collected from student questionnaires, student interviews, digital
recordings, and student artifacts. Recursive, ongoing data analysis took place throughout
the action-research cycle including first cycle In Vivo coding and second cycle pattern
coding resulting in six themes that generated three findings: 1) students at the secondary
level embraced podcasts as a classroom text, 2) podcasts provided students access to
diverse perspectives and discourses, and 3) the consistent use of critical media literacy

practices encouraged students to question and deconstruct media texts within and beyond
the classroom walls. This study offers an examination of how students responded to
podcasts as a classroom text as well as the impact of critical media literacy practices on
student engagement, analysis, and instructional practices.
Keywords: critical media literacy, critical literacy, podcasts, media texts
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Background
One of the many features of the information age is internet connectivity, an
attribute that is readily visible in school districts across the United States. In 1997, The
CEO Forum on Education and Technology conducted a five-year project focused on
integrating technology into American classrooms (CEO Forum on Education and
Technology, 2001). They partnered with education leaders to create a structure
supporting connectivity within school districts, ultimately creating educational objectives
rooted in the use of educational technology. The project was a success because as of
2008, 97% of schools had access to instructional computers in the classroom, 58% of
schools had access to laptop carts in classrooms (Gray et al., 2010), and as of 2019, 99%
percent of schools reported high-speed internet access, effectively closing the
connectivity gap in most U.S. schools (Education Superhighway, 2019).
Internet connectivity and technology access outside of school have also increased,
as 77% of students between the ages of three to eighteen access the internet at home
through computers (KewalRamani et al., 2018), 95% of teenagers report access to a
smartphone, and 45% of teenagers state that they are online almost always (Anderson &
Jiang, 2018). While internet connectivity is increasing, there are still fundamental access
inequalities that require acknowledgment. First, because of the rampant use of the
internet in school, and dependency of teachers to post assignments and tasks on internetbased platforms such as Google Classroom, Canvas, and other learning management
platforms and educational technologies, students without access at home, are at a further
academic disadvantage, and are unable to engage in the critical literacy practices outside
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of school. According to the Pew Research Center (2020), 22% of U.S. households are
dependent on public Wi-Fi due to unstable connections at home, and 21% of families
with school-aged children do not have access to a home computer. The disparities
increase in families with lower incomes. In mid-March 2020, schools shut down due to
the coronavirus pandemic, and access concerns were considerably pushed to the forefront
as schools scrambled to suddenly move instruction online (Pew Research Center, 2020).
These internet connectivity and related access concerns are why it is paramount that
schools become spaces that support and promote critical interaction with online resources
and materials, especially if they are without the opportunity and resources for access at
home.
Increased internet connectivity, combined with the emergence of Web 2.0, has led
to greater access to the multitude of resources on the internet. McLeod & Vasinda (2008)
argued that to understand the utilities and capabilities of Web 2.0, one must compare it to
Web 1.0. In Web 1.0, a select few were able to create content because of the specific
knowledge needed to write HTML code. However, with the development of Web 2.0, the
barriers to content creation are greatly eliminated, allowing anyone with the desire to
produce content to do so (McLeod & Vasinda, 2008). As a result, the innovations of
Web 2.0 like social media platforms, podcasts, wikis, and blogs are created by
individuals with ease and great frequency, and subsequently are available for continuous
consumption by the general public. For many, these technologies serve as their primary
sources of information when learning about the world (McLeod & Vasinda, 2008;
Morrell & Duncan-Andrade, 2005/2006;), however student use of these technologies
outside of school may not translate to an academic setting (Stewart, 2015).
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With this influx of internet connectivity, and unprecedented access to an
indeterminable number of media texts, many students are inundated with an abundance of
information in varying formats, thus requiring conscientious analysis and a need for
critical literacy and critical media literacy in classrooms (Alvermann & Hagood, 2000;
Buckingham, 2007; Coffey, 2008; Gainer, 2010; Kellner & Share, 2007b; McLeod &
Vasinda, 2008). When engaged in critical literacy practices, students are empowered to
question what is being presented, identify who is sharing the information, and recognize
whose interests are represented and whose voices are being silenced (Luke & Freebody,
1997; Luke, 2000; Luke, 2012; McLeod & Vasinda, 2008; Patel Stevens & Bean, 2007).
Critical media literacy extends critical literacy practices to media derived texts.
Alvermann and Hagood (2000) acknowledged that because many students gain pleasure
from their interactions with media texts, there is an even greater need for critical literacy,
so users can understand that the same texts that provide joy can also disempower them
without proper analysis.
Based on the current impact of internet connectivity and media texts established
through Web 2.0, there is a need for substantiated critical media literacy practices in
American classrooms. That is why, in this study, students analyzed a Web 2.0 technology
and media text (podcasts) using a critical media literacy framework (Kellner & Share,
2019). This study was implemented with the intention of creating a classroom space in
which students could grow into critical consumers of texts, further preparing them to
actively participate in a democratic society (Kellner & Share, 2007c).
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative action research study was to investigate students’
perceptions of podcasts as a media text and students’ experiences when using podcasts
when analyzed from a critical media literacy lens. Students analyzed podcasts using the
critical media literacy framework developed by Kellner and Share (2019) to advance
critical media literacy practices that are necessary for students in an increasingly mediasaturated world. Students listened to podcast episodes, and then evaluated the podcasts
considering issues such as who has a voice, who is excluded, potential biases, and if the
podcast strays from the dominant narrative. Using an action research design, I acted as
both the teacher and researcher, continuously collecting and analyzing data, collecting
rich narrative data that helped further my understanding of my research questions. By
positioning podcasts within a critical media literacy framework, I provided students
pathways to dynamic critical media literacy learning in a secondary classroom.
Theoretical Frameworks
There are two theoretical frameworks that guided this research; the first was
critical literacy, and the second, critical media literacy. In the following sections, I will
review the theoretical models and characteristics of critical literacy and how they related
to my study.
Critical Literacy
Current theories of critical literacy draw upon the work of Freire’s (1970) critical
pedagogy, an educational philosophy rooted in the belief that students need opportunities
to develop “critical consciousness” (p. 73) and be actively engaged when interacting with
texts. The justification for critical consciousness and active text engagement stemmed
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from Freire’s (1970) identification of the conventional model of literacy instruction as a
“banking concept of education” (p. 72), where students receive information (deposits)
from those who were deemed more knowledgeable than them (teachers). Under this
passive model of education, teachers are viewed as the sole source of knowledge in the
room where students suffer from “narration sickness” (p. 71). Accordingly, Freire
championed a dialogical approach to literacy education, where students and teachers
engage in literacy practices that acknowledge the cultural backgrounds and existing funds
of knowledge of all participants. It is through this approach that teachers and students can
begin to critique texts as systems of control that can empower, disempower, or perpetuate
distorted views of the world (Luke, 2012). A major tenet of Freire’s (1970) theory is that
to transform the classroom from a narrative, teacher dominated space to a space open to
collaboration and liberation, teachers must work with students as partners and construct
meaning and critique texts together. Freire (1970) believed that through classroom
dialogue, the relationship between teacher and student could be transformed.
While Freire is the founder of critical theory, there are a considerable number of
additional scholars that have built upon his theories and significantly contributed to
critical literacy theory in education. Freebody and Luke (1990) presented the four
resources model of critical literacy, which placed social practices at the forefront of their
model for effective reading. This model draws on four practices that ask readers to take
on the roles of the code breaker, text participant, text user, and text analyst while
considering sociocultural contexts (Serafini, 2011). Janks (2000) conceptualized an
interdependent model of critical literacy based on the relationship between power and
language. In this model, the orientations of domination, access, diversity, and design
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work together to promote a critical literacy education. Lewison et al. (2002) designed a
four-dimensional framework for critical literacy. This model encourages readers to
disrupt the commonplace, consider multiple viewpoints, focus on the sociopolitical, and
take action to promote social justice when engaging with a text. All three models vary in
their specific practices, but they are all rooted in a sociocultural context, empowering the
reader to analyze texts from a critical position and understand the role social practices
play in literacy.
In addition to the aforementioned models of critical literacy, there are also a
number of critical literacy features that are important to note. First, in a critical literacy
framework, texts are never neutral, and literacy is viewed as a political tool (Freire, 1970;
Morrell et al., 2013; Patel Stevens & Bean (2007)) that can be used to empower and
disempower individuals (Patel Stevens & Bean, 2007; Unrau & Alvermann, 2013). In
this study, podcasts were used as texts that students critically examined to help them
identify the “power relationships that exist between authors and readers” (Norris et al.,
2012, p. 59), and were examined to specifically assess how texts can be used to promote
specific ways of thinking and empower or devalue individuals.
Another element of critical literacy that was significant to this study was my role
in the classroom. Within the study, I operated as a both a facilitator and collaborator in
the classroom. I did not position myself as the authority of knowledge, but rather a
partner in learning, discussing, and analyzing podcasts with my students while making
space for their personal experiences, considering alternative viewpoints, and ensuring that
students were not simply receivers of information (Freire, 1970). Additionally, as a
partner in learning, students had a level of choice when selecting podcasts. Since the
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study took place in a social justice course, students were provided unit-specific themes in
which they aligned to specific podcast episodes. Hall and Piazza (2008) explained that
teacher-selected texts might reinforce the preferences and opinions of the teacher, so I
encouraged my students to find resources on their own. At the onset of the study, students
were less familiar with locating podcasts as classroom resources, so students were
provided with an extensive podcast list that assisted in their podcast selection. However,
students were encouraged to select materials that were of interest to them and were
encouraged to bring in resources that were not present on the list. This was done to
promote student choice but also to remove intentional and unintentional teacher bias from
the situation.
Another aspect of critical literacy that framed my study was the understanding
that literacy has the potential to connect people to situations and experiences that they are
individually removed from (Herbeck et al., 2008). According to Patel Stevens and Bean
(2007), critical literacy is the “process of social construction with a particularly critical
eye toward elements of the various historical, social, and political contents that permeate
and foreground any discourse” (p. xiv). Labadie and colleagues (2012) asserted that
through a critical literacy position, students can still understand and connect to social and
historical events, despite “historical or experiential distance” (p.119). In this study,
students analyzed podcasts within an intro to social justice unit called “Issues of Social
Justice”. The point of this unit is to provide a foundation and overview of major social
justice issues and emphasize the root causes of these issues. The units within this course
are cumulative and by completing this unit, students are better prepared for the following
unit in which they will analyze how people have acted against these issues. The goal of
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this unit was for students to gain respect for the history, characteristics, and cultures of
groups and individuals that are different from themselves, to better understand and
empathize perspectives and experiences different than their own. Therefore, the podcasts
served not just as sources of information in which students search for answers, but
discourses that provided a new way of understanding different perspectives, cultures, and
groups, even if it is a world of which they were not apart.
For my research, I understood the practices of critical literacy to include the
identification of discourses and social practices in texts that promote dominant ideologies
and subsequently keep unequal power relationships in place (Lewison et al., 2008; Patel
Stevens & Bean, 2007). I extended this analysis to include pop culture and media and,
therefore, also included critical media literacy as a guiding theoretical framework.
Critical Media Literacy
Critical media literacy is also rooted in Freire’s (1970) notions of critical theory
but also pulls from the field of cultural studies (Garcia et al., 2013; Kellner & Share,
2007c), drawing on research from the Frankfurt Institute for Social Research and the
Centre for Contemporary Culture Studies. Beginning in 1930, and spanning over thirty
years, researchers at the Frankfurt Institute for Social Research analyzed how popular
culture promoted specific ideologies (Garcia et al., 2013), and in 1960, the Centre for
Contemporary Culture studies redefined the role of media audiences, as active meaning
makers. Based on these understandings, Kellner and Share (2007c) redefined media and
pop culture as “dynamic discourses that reproduce dominant ideologies as well as
entertain, educate, and offer the possibilities for counter-hegemonic alternatives” (p.64).
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Critical media literacy expands many of the traditions of critical literacy to
popular culture, media, and technology, emphasizing the use of a critical lens to identify,
navigate, and question the dominant ideologies prevalent in our society. As we navigate
an increasingly multimedia-centric world, it is insufficient to only include traditional
forms of print materials in the classroom, especially when the use of media texts can be
positioned to reveal systems of oppression (Kellner & Share, 2007c; Share et al., 2019).
Furthermore, critical media literacy also broadens the definition of literacy to include
texts across a number of genres other than traditional print formats, including television,
film, music, the Internet, magazines, and social networking sites (Morrell et al., 2013).
Due to the prevalence and importance of media in the lives of students, there is a need for
an educational process that helps students view media from a critical stance, and
encourages students to question the power of the media and its influence over audiences
(Kellner & Share, 2007c)
In my study, students analyzed podcasts considering issues such as who has a
voice, who is excluded, potential biases, and if the podcast strays from the dominant
narrative, using the critical media literacy framework developed by Kellner and Share
(2019) as depicted in Figure 1. The figure below identifies the conceptual understandings
and questions that both educators and students can use to critically interrogate texts,
mediums, and contexts (Kellner & Share, 2019).

Figure 1
Critical Media Literacy Framework (Kellner & Share, 2019)
Critical Media Literacy Framework
Conceptual Understandings & Questions
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Conceptual Understandings

Questions

1) Social Constructivism
All information is co-constructed by
individuals and/or groups of people who
make choices within social contexts.

WHO are all the possible people who made
choices that helped create this text?

2) Languages/Semiotics
Each medium has its own language with
specific grammar and semantics

HOW was this text constructed and
delivered/accessed?

3) Audience/Positionality
Individuals and groups understand media
messages similarly and/or differently
depending on multiple contextual factors

HOW could this text be understood differently?

4) Politics of Representation
Media messages and the medium through
which they travel always have a bias and
support and/or challenge dominant
hierarchies of power, privilege, and
pleasure.

WHAT values, points of view, and ideologies are
represented or missing from this text or influenced
by the medium?

5) Production/Institutions
All media texts have a purpose (often
commercial or governmental) that is
shaped by the creators and/or systems
within which they operate

WHY was this text created and/or shared?

6) Social & Environmental Justice
Media culture is a terrain of struggle that
perpetuates or challenges positive and/or
negative ideas about people, groups, and
issues; it is never neutral.

WHOM does this text advantage and/or
disadvantage?

By engaging in a critical media literacy stance, we can empower students to
negotiate information they receive from all types of media texts and move from passive
receivers to critical consumers (Mirra et al., 2018). Expanded discussions on both critical
literacy and critical media literacy can be found in Chapter 2.
Significance of the Study
In my study, students analyzed podcasts from a critical media literacy framework.
There is a current need for critical media literacy education because of the multitude of
ways we receive information other than traditional print and the potential for critical
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media literacy to serve as a pathway to participatory democracy (Ciardiello, 2004;
Freebody & Freiberg, 2011; Herbeck & Beier, 2003; Kellner & Share, 2007c; Labadie et
al., 2012; Luke, 2000; Patel Stevens & Bean, 2007). Additionally, there is a need for
classroom practices that encourage students to assume critical stances towards text (Patel
Stevens & Bean, 2007). I selected podcasts for this study because there is a need for
additional research about the use and effectiveness of podcasts in the K-12 setting
(Gribbins, 2007; Hew, 2009; Putman & Kingsley 2009). More importantly, to date, no
study has explicitly looked at the analysis of podcasts through a critical media literacy
framework.
In this study, podcasts served as a supplemental classroom text, as they were used
in conjunction with other texts addressing the same topics. The podcasts also acted as a
multiple text because there were two podcast episodes shared per unit topic. At the time
of writing, there are currently over thirty-million podcast episodes (Winn, 2020), which
allowed my students access to a variety of podcast feeds and provided multiple
perspectives on a variety of topics while enhancing course content.
Implications of this Research
This study offers a number of implications for educators. First, it provides
documentation of the use of a critical media literacy framework in a secondary
classroom. There is a need for critical media literacy practices in schools, and this
research provided insight into how students respond to texts when rooted in a critical
media literacy framework. This study also provided insight into the use of podcasts as
supplementary classroom texts. While there is previous research on how podcasts have
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been used in the classroom, there is no documented research on how students perceive
podcasts when used to supplement course content.
This study also had implications from an action research standpoint. Herr and
Anderson (2015) explained that action research dissertations could result in theories and
models that work in other settings or similar contexts. This study presents an instructional
model of how to engage students in the classroom with critical media literacy concepts.
Additionally, action research dissertations help to document action research studies, a
research design that, while growing in popularity, is not fully taught in doctorate
programs. Therefore, this dissertation may serve as an example for other doctorate
students considering action research.
Research Questions
1) How do students perceive the use of podcasts in the classroom compared to other
media texts?
a) Do students feel the podcasts are enjoyable?
b) Do students feel the podcasts are helpful in supplementing course
material?
2) How do students respond to podcasts when analyzed through a critical media
literacy framework?
Definition of Terms
media texts: any product of the media that is used to construct, describe, or define
reality (Literacy Today, 2019). These texts may include television, films, CDs, books,
newspapers, websites, radio, and are derived from mass media and popular culture
practices (Alvermann & Hagood, 2000; Morrell et al., 2013).
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
The goal of my research study was to investigate students’ experiences with
podcasts when used as a supplementary text and grounded in and analyzed through a
critical media literacy framework. In doing so, I hoped to create a pathway to powerful
critical literacy learning at the secondary level. Therefore, this chapter reviews the
relevant research that informed my understandings of the areas of critical literacy, critical
media literacy, and podcasts
Organization of the Literature
Because of increased technology and classroom connectivity, literacy practices in
many classrooms around the world may diverge from traditional displays of literacy that
involve conventional elements of reading and writing, as students engage in literacy
practices through several mediums other than traditional print materials (see Anderson et
al., 2017; Pangrazio, 2013). Due to the ever-changing ways, literacy presents itself in the
classroom, my definition of what constitutes a text has also evolved. As Gillis et al.
(2017) explained, a text is anything that one receives information from, including the
more traditional printed texts, but also photos, videos, and symbols. O’Byrne (2018)
added to this expanded definition of text, including magazines, comic books, videos,
websites, advertisements, maps, and music in his definition. This adaptive definition of
literacy practices and text is necessary because we exist in a multimedia age where there
are so many mediums that we now can “read”.
As we exist in a multimedia age with continued connectivity providing us access
to a variety of texts across multiple media platforms, the need for critical literacy and
critical media literacy practices increases. In the first part of my literature review, I will
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look at current critical literacy classroom practices and documented efforts to create
spaces that foster critical literacy. I will also look at conversations regarding the use of
texts within a critical literacy framework. Next, I will review critical media literacy
practices, reflecting a shift from traditional texts to media texts. In this section, I will
analyze the need for critical media literacy, examine classroom practices that engaged
students in a critical media literacy framework, with a focused look at classrooms that
incorporated lessons that tasked students to question author motives and identify and
challenge dominant narratives. Finally, I will review the research on the history and role
of podcasts in the classroom, addressing research on podcasts as instructional tools in
both higher education and K-12 settings, while identifying the potential of podcasts as a
media that students should be critical about.
Critical Literacy in the Classroom
While a critical literacy curriculum is possible at all grade levels and content areas
(Herbeck & Beier, 2003; Kellner & Share, 2019), traditional literacy practices dominate
U.S. classrooms, encouraging students to give full authority to texts by searching the text
for answers, instead of reading for real-world purposes, or engaging in dialogic exchange
with the text (Franzak, 2006; McLeod & Vasinda, 2008). Too often, critical literacy is
conflated with concepts of higher-order learning, actions like making inferences, or
identifying the author’s purpose, which, while meaningful, ultimately evade discussions
on the social, political, and cultural influences of a text (Lewison et al., 2008; Luke,
2000). An additional challenge to the inclusion of critical literacy in the classroom is that
many classrooms are restricted by one-size-fits-all curriculums, skills-based instruction
(Lewison et al., 2008), and standardized high stakes testing (Kellner & Share, 2007b).
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However, despite these challenges, there is still a need to move beyond traditional
literacy practices into a more critical classroom stance. Critical literacy asks that readers
approach the material with a mindset that each text represents a particular point of view,
and that by merely existing, it may be actively diminishing the viewpoints of others
(Hammer 2011; Kellner & Share, 2019; Luke & Freebody, 1997). Furthermore, critical
literacy encourages the analysis of multiple forms of text, not just print, to identify who is
represented, who is marginalized, and who is excluded from dominant narratives
(Lewison et al., 2008). Critical literacy offers a space for teachers and students to move
beyond didactic practices into a learning partnership where texts are understood to be
shaped from their historical, social, and political backgrounds (Lewison et al., 2002).
Even more importantly, is the discussion surrounding critical literacy as an
instructional practice. Discussions of critical literacy typically focus on critical literacy as
a theory, rather than a specific instructional methodology (Behrman, 2006; Clarke &
Whitney, 2009; Luke 2000). Luke (2000) argued in favor of a more organic approach to
critical literacy as a socially situated classroom practice that takes place between
individual teachers and students, devoid of a single step, prescribed critical literacy
method. In Freebody and Luke’s (1990) four-tiered approach to critical literacy, the
attempts to blend technical literacy practices with social contexts are apparent, but still,
resist prescribing a linear step- by- step critical literacy instructional model.
Behrman (2006) maintained that critical literacy as a standardized classroom
practice is difficult to characterize because of the abundance of theories preventing the
creation of an established critical literacy curriculum. However, understanding the desire
of educators to translate theory into practice, Behrman (2006) reviewed thirty-six articles
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that demonstrated classroom applications of critical literacy in order to share the
experiences of teachers who have started to take steps to make their classrooms spaces
for critical literacy. Clarke and Whitney (2009), like Behrman (2006) and Luke (2000),
also argued that due to the emancipatory element of critical literacy, it is mutually
incompatible with a single defined method. However, despite the lack of and resistance to
a prescribed critical literacy pedagogy educators continue to desire critical literacy
instructional methods because of the recognized need for critical literacy at all levels of
education.
Because we learn, teach, and live in a text-saturated society, classrooms should be
representative of the practices students need to critique texts and become empowered
readers (Patel Stevens & Bean, 2007). There is a growing body of research on classrooms
that have taken steps to move critical literacy theory into classroom practice.
Creating classroom spaces for critical literacy
Herbeck and Beier (2003) explained that “critical literacy empowers students to
think, to question, and to act. Instead of just complaining about how things are, students
learn that they are capable of changing the world” (p. 42). Yet, teachers and students
must work together to accomplish this goal by understanding that creating a classroom
supportive of critical literacy does not happen overnight, especially when considering the
barriers to entry. When practicing critical literacy, students are not reading and writing
for compliance, but are engaging with texts and media that are meaningful to themselves,
connect to the real-world and have a purpose outside of the classroom (Herbeck & Beier,
2003).
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Sweeney (1999) demonstrated the power of critical literacy in a fourth-grade
classroom as students researched, wrote, produced, directed, and acted in a play about
South Africa and the Apartheid. Students learned about participatory democracy, race
issues, and power, and while the play was a small-scale production, it allowed the
students to feel empowered as activists. Another attempt at bringing critical literacy into
the classroom can be seen in a seventh-grade classroom, where students participated in a
critical inquiry project, where they were taught to view historical texts through a critical
literacy lens (Ciardeillo, 2004). The critical literacy focus was for students to understand
the ulterior motives of what they were reading, framed by five critical literacy practicesexamining multiple perspectives, finding an authentic voice, recognizing social barriers,
and crossing borders of separation, regaining one’s identity, and the call of service.
Through this framework, seventh-grade students connected democracy, social justice, and
literacy through critical inquiry practices. Book introductions were used to create spaces
for critical literacy in a second-grade classroom (Labadie et al., 2012). By selecting
books that would extend students’ understandings of race, students in the study practiced
critical literacy through purposeful prompts and intentional teacher silences. Purposeful
prompts invited students to question what they were reading and consider other
perspectives, whereas teacher silences allowed students to be heard. In all of these,
regardless of content area or grade level, critical literacy practices were embraced
because teachers had the freedom to make the space for them, and students were
empowered to make connections to larger issues.
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Texts in a critical literacy classroom
Traditional literacy instruction has taught students to look for answers in texts and
approach texts as sources of information; students may not be used to questioning or
challenging content or authors because of social contexts that have shaped classroom
expectations of learners to behave a particular way to be successful in school (Hall &
Piazza, 2008). These contexts make it even more necessary to use supplementary,
multiple, and student-selected texts to encourage criticality.
Supplementary texts. In reviewing classroom practices that support critical
literacy, Behrman (2006) discovered that supplementary texts have a distinct role in
creating critical literacy classrooms. Teachers utilize the traditional texts required of their
courses but based on the perceived deficiencies in these texts, supplement with additional
works of fiction, nonfiction, music, film, and pop culture to provide a perspective on
social issues that were otherwise missed in the mandated classroom material while
providing students access to perspectives on historical, racial or environmental issues.
One science classroom used lyrics of popular songs to explore environmental issues
(Lloyd, 2003). Students explored environmental concerns by listening to the song Where
Do the Children Play? by Cat Stevens. The song analysis occurred before a lesson on
ecology and created a context for students to then understand the relationship between
organisms and the environment.
Fiction can also supplement classroom informational texts, especially when
addressing issues of race and marginalization. Leland et al. (2003) had teacher education
interns use critical literacy text sets in an elementary setting to engage students in
conversations about slavery, racial discrimination, and marginalization. This allowed
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students to engage in uncomfortable conversations and showed the teacher education
interns the value of engaging in critical literacy practices, even with young students.
Others (e.g., Rogers, 2002; Tyson, 1999) addressed social issues from a critical literacy
stance through literature discussions using supplementary texts, leading to social action
projects.
Multiple Texts. Supplemental texts support traditional classroom instruction,
whereas the use of multiple texts provides an opportunity for students to multiple texts on
the same topic (Behrman, 2006). By presenting multiple renditions on the same topic,
students become akin to the fact that a text can never represent the absolute truth, but
rather an author’s perspective (Luke & Freebody, 1997; Soares & Wood, 2010). Boutte
(2012) cautions that a single text cannot provide a complete understanding of a topic.
Multiple texts also allow for intertextuality, the ability to make connections across texts
(Weippert et al., 2018), which is also important when engaging in critical literacy. This is
evident in Apol’s (1998) discussion of two separate children’s books on slavery in a
teacher-education course. One book, written by a white author, focused on an objective
account of slavery, emphasizing slavery as an economic system. The second book,
authored by a Black man, humanizes the individuals who were enslaved by discussing the
harsh and violent treatment slaves endured and included graphic images of the brutality.
Both books gave readers insight into slavery through two distinctly different perspectives.
Ciardiello (2004) compared two children’s books about Ruby Bridges, one of the
first students to set in motion the process of desegregation in New Orleans. The two
accounts differ in that one of the texts was authored by Ruby Bridges herself and
emphasized the vitriol she experienced as a young girl when facing school desegregation,
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and the second text is written by a white author, telling the story through the experiences
of African American schoolchildren. Ciardiello (2004) also shared a third perspective,
that of the New Orleans mayor, who downplayed the violence of the protesters and
argued that the demonstrators were not citizens of New Orleans. These three distinct
perspectives led to critical conversations in the classroom about how one event can have
numerous versions, further emphasizing the value of multiple texts.
Giroux (1992) described the act of being literate to include discourse with “texts
of others who speak from different histories, locations, and experiences” (p. 2). By
promoting intertextuality through the use of multiple texts, students will be able to
engage in this dialogue, more clearly identify multiple perspectives, and understand that
texts exist as situated renderings of author perceptions on specific issues and topics.
Student selected texts. A hallmark of critical literacy is that teachers and students
work as partners in learning (Behrman, 2006; Creighton, 1997; Freire, 1970; Herbeck et
al., 2008 ). Therefore, it is important that when teachers select texts, the materials
represent the students and their cultural experiences (Creighton, 1997), and text selection
is a collaborative process. As previously noted, it is challenging for teachers to select
texts that confront their own biases and ideas (Piazza & Hall, 2008). Therefore, including
students in the selection of classroom texts can help teachers advance ideas different from
their own and give a voice to students who are not always represented in classroom
materials (Creighton, 1997; Piazza & Hall, 2008). Including student-selected texts in the
classroom sends a message to the students that their lives are “legitimate objects of
academic study” (Behrman, 2006). Student selected texts are often rooted in real-world
concerns and themes that are of personal relevance to the students (Harste, 2003), and by
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utilizing real-world texts for purposes beyond reading and writing, students can use
literacy to critique and question the world they are living in (Leland et al., 2003).
Critical media literacy
Schools continue to endorse curriculums and instructional pedagogy rooted in
internet connectivity and the utilization of online media and resources, as evidenced by
the adoption by both technology standards in 44 states (Reed, 2008) and as a result,
students are provided more classroom opportunities to engage in literacy practices
through several mediums other than traditional print materials. One subset of critical
literacy, critical media literacy, expands the definition of classroom literacy to include
“radio, television, film, cell phones, popular music, the Internet, social networking, and
other forms and products of media culture” (Kellner & Share, 2019, p. xi).
By expanding the definition of literacy to include technological and media-based
forms of texts, students have even more options for reading, writing, and critically
accessing information. However, it is not enough to simply incorporate technology and
media in the classroom without a framework that acknowledges that the media is not
neutral and can have both positive and negative influences (Garcia et al., 2013; Kellner &
Share, 2019). Therefore, media texts should be presented with an emphasis on the need
for critical exploration, analysis, and reflection. A critical media literacy approach to
these new forms of literacy can empower students and promote a much-needed
consciousness about the world that fosters participation in democratic society. Kellner
and Share (2007c) defined critical media literacy as:
An educational response that expands the notion of literacy to include different
forms of mass communication, popular culture, and new technologies. It deepens
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the potential of literacy education to critically analyze relationships between
media and audiences, information, and power. (p. 60)
An additional, important element of critical media literacy, as noted by many
(Alvermann, 2002; Gainer et al., 2009; Morrell & Duncan Andrade 2005/2006), is that
texts are never neutral and are constructed to consciously or subconsciously influence the
reader towards a particular viewpoint or ideology.
Critical media literacy differs from other types of media literacy pedagogies
because it asks participants to consider ideological factors such as the relationships of
texts, readers, and power (Garcia et al., 2013; Kellner & Share, 2007c). Media literacy
educator Hammer (2009) has called for critical media literacy courses, arguing that by
engaging in critical media literacy practices, students will become literate in media
culture and web 2.0 technologies, and be able to navigate the complexities of our
hypermediated contemporary society. There is a need for critical media literacy because
it can serve as a pathway for students and teachers to challenge dominant ideologies and
social norms that hegemonize school systems, affirm the experiences of marginalized
students (Hammer, 2009; Morrell & Duncan-Andrade, 2005/2006), lead to the
development of practices that will promote democracy and civic participation (Kellner &
Share, 2007a) and empower students to create a more socially just world as critical
consumers and producers (Share et al., 2019).
Critical media literacy as a classroom practice. As internet connectivity
continues to provide unbridled access to information and varying perspectives, teachers
and schools must open spaces that provide learning environments that encourage critical
literacy and equip teachers with strategies that support these practices. Freebody and
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Freiberg (2011) argued that due to the vast amount of information available to students,
there is an increased need for “dialogic, educative reflection on the validity of
interpretations of the materials found on the internet” (p. 444). It is not enough for
students to simply use materials found online; they need opportunities to interact,
evaluate, and discuss the online materials critically.
By promoting a critical media literacy stance, students will learn to view popular
culture, new technologies, and new methods of communication as types of literacy that
are subject to and require scrutiny and critical analysis just as they would a traditional
text. As a classroom practice, critical media literacy will help students “navigate multiple
text sources, (and) think critically about messages embedded in texts” (Gainer, 2010, p.
364), and understand the role of the media in advancing prejudice, misinformation, and
dominant ideologies (Kellner & Share, 2007b).
In a study focused on the implementation of critical literacy into teacher
classrooms, it was noted that for both newcomers and novices to critical literacy
pedagogy, the examination of popular culture and media (critical media literacy) were not
included in their critical literacy practices (Lewison et al., 2002). Essentially, critical
literacy practices were used in the classroom but did not extend to different types of
media-based literacies. Coffey (2008) advocated incorporating media and technology into
the classroom as a critical literacy strategy because of the prevalence of media in
promoting particular messages and ideas. Like critical literacy, critical media literacy is
not strictly defined by a rigid set of standards and teaching practices, but rather advocates
for classroom spaces that are democratic, collaborative learning environments between
teachers and students. It is in these democratic spaces that characteristics of critical media
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literacy pedagogy can emerge, and students can challenge dominant voices and
ideologies through the use of various texts, question author motives, create
counternarratives and consider counter-hegemonic materials.
Questioning author motives. In an elementary school critical media literacy
project, students questioned the motives and values behind popular advertisements by
“talking back” to the media text through the creation of speech bubbles. The researchers
(Gainer et al., 2009) suggested that this was only a starting point for critical media
literacy practices in the classroom, and multiple popular media texts should be introduced
and included to provide students numerous entry points to questioning author motives
through critical media literacy. Elmore and Coleman (2019) implemented an action
research project in which middle school students analyzed memes from a critical media
literacy perspective, with a specific emphasis on specific types of rhetoric, author
motives, and audience. In both studies, students got to “look behind” the text to
understand that all texts, regardless of format, are motivated by an agenda.
Challenging dominant narratives with counternarratives and counterhegemonic texts. Many researchers (see Gainer et al., 2009; Garcia et al., 2013; Kellner
& Share, 2007b; Kellner & Share, 2007c; McArthur, 2019; Morrell & Duncan-Andrade
2005/2006) have emphasized the importance of creating counternarratives or texts that
challenge or critique dominant thinking and ideologies as an element of critical media
literacy pedagogy. Gainer et al. (2009) and Share et al. (2019) noted counternarratives are
important because they support students’ voices and value personal histories. Through
this process, students can use their voices and become more engaged in their learning
because the curriculum offers a space that is welcoming and encouraging of student
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voices, identities, and literacies. This is especially important when making space for
voices that are often excluded from the dominant narratives, as it will empower students
and value their identities.
Morrell and Duncan-Andrade (2005/2006) worked with academically
marginalized students in two separate projects focusing on dominant narratives and
representation in hip-hop and the media. Students in both projects were encouraged to
produce counternarratives, using media texts to represent what was left out or
misrepresented by the dominant information sources. The researchers urged teachers to
consider countering the isolating and tangential texts with media texts that are more
representative of students’ experiences. Gainer (2010) created a collaborative space for
critical media literacy through an after school critical media literacy project. Middle
school students addressed the treatment of urban youth and education as represented by
the media and applied their life experiences and cultural resources to multimodal texts.
Students debated and challenged dominant narratives, ultimately creating their own and
becoming agents of social change. Gainer’s (2010) study is an accurate representation of
a democratic classroom, where students act as “creators rather than consumers of
curriculum” (p. 372). McArthur (2019) also created a democratic classroom space
through the formation of a critical media literacy collective, composed of eight Black,
high school females who were self-identified as underrepresented. The collective met
twice a week for fourteen weeks and utilized a curriculum that focused on studying,
discussing, and writing about the work of Black women artists and authors. The students
in the collective reviewed common stereotypes of Black women and challenged these
stereotypes by reading counter-stories and creating their own counternarratives. By
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creating classrooms supportive of democracy, students were more compelled to challenge
dominant narratives and retell important stories through different lenses.
Podcasts in the classroom
Started in the early 2000s, podcasts are not the newest form of media text but
gained popularity as a classroom tool in recent years (see Bianchi-Pennington, 2018;
Borgia, 2009; Dlott, 2017; Faughey, 2019; Kennedy & Wexler, 2013; Putman &
Kingsley, 2009). British journalist Ben Hammersley coined the word podcast in 2004,
combining the words iPod and broadcast to create a name for the technology slowly
working its way into mainstream media (Quah, 2019; Robertson, 2019). However, before
naming the technology, podcasts existed as offshoots of online blogs and gained
popularity as Apple embedded podcasts within their iTunes application, leading to the
eventual creation of a stand-alone application for podcasts that now comes standard on all
Apple iPhones and iPods (Quah, 2019).
On average, 90 million Americans listen to podcasts monthly, and there are over
800,000 podcasts available (Edison Research & Triton Digital, 2019), demonstrating the
pervasiveness of podcasts into the mainstream. However, it is more than the popularity
and quantity of podcasts that make them a beneficial classroom tool. A few general
benefits of podcasts include cost and content. First, podcasts are typically free of cost to
stream and download, allowing teachers and students easy access to the files. Today there
are multiple ways to access podcast content. As mentioned previously, Apple users can
access podcast content through the Podcast application, and for non-Apple users,
particularly those using an Android technology, podcasts can be accessed through the
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Play Music App (Smith, 2019). Users can also directly stream audio content from the
podcast websites themselves.
In 2014, This American Life released its investigative journalism true-crime
podcast Serial and transformed the podcasting world. Carr (2014) characterized Serial as
the first “breakout hit” in podcasting, and it broke records as the most downloaded
podcast in iTunes’ history (Dredge, 2014). In the five years following the debut of Serial,
podcast listenership among individuals twelve and older increased from 30% to 51%, an
estimated 144 million users (Edison Research & Triton Digital, 2019). The impact of
Serial is important in understanding the general history of podcasting, but also the role of
podcasting in education. Many teachers viewed Serial as a tool that could align lessons to
common core state listening standards (Flanagan, 2015), or as a way to combine reading
and listening comprehension, by pairing the audio podcast with a printed transcript
(Godsey, 2016). A popular online marketplace for teacher-made educational resources,
Teachers Pay Teachers, currently boasts 187 results for unit plans, lesson plans, essays,
PowerPoints, and worksheets based on the Serial podcast, conveying the message that the
potential educational value of podcasts is not lost on teachers. While Serial can be
credited with popularizing the use of podcasts in the classroom, podcasts have been used
in both higher education and K-12 settings prior to 2014.
Podcasts are also timely, allowing users to listen to podcasts in the days and
sometimes even hours following major current events. As of January 2020, there are over
twenty podcasts dedicated to covering daily news and politics (Feldstein, 2020)
functioning as free, relevant classroom content that can be used to promote critical media
literacy.
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Podcasts in Higher Education
As detailed by Campbell (2005), podcasts can be used at the college level to
support learning, reinforce lectures, further engage students, and humanize coursework.
Campbell (2005) urged educators to consider how they could incorporate podcasts,
dubbed “profcasts” into their teaching pedagogies, as an additional way to share personal
interests and promote student engagement. Gribbins (2007) surveyed graduate students
on their perception of podcasting as an educational tool, with 70.21% of the respondents
agreeing or strongly agreeing that podcasting could be useful in a college curriculum.
However, the students were still skeptical of the effectiveness of podcasts on student
learning, leading Gribbins (2007) to call for additional research on the impact of podcasts
as an instructional tool.
Podcasts may also have a place in higher education when used to support learning
and teaching with diverse populations. Sutton-Brady et al. (2009) shared the findings of a
podcast trial that examined podcasts as a media text that would support assessments
among postgraduates and undergraduate students. Using surveys, focus groups, and
interviews, the researchers discovered that while podcasts did assist English language
learners, using podcasts to support learning outside of the classroom was not favored over
traditional study habits. Guy and Marquis (2016) added to the research on podcasts in
higher education by conducting a quasi-experimental study where they compared student
performance of college students in traditional and flipped classroom settings. The
researchers found evidence that the students in the flipped classroom, and used podcasts
and instructional videos, performed better than those in the traditional lecture-style
classroom setting. Other college professors reported that they have replaced course texts
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with podcasts and successfully reported using podcasts to supplement course content
(Dillard & Dellacroix 2019).
Podcasts in K-12 Settings
One of the ways podcasts have been integrated into the literacy curriculum is as a
supplement to vocabulary instruction. Both Borgia (2009) and Putman and Kingsley
(2009) used podcasts to enhance vocabulary instruction. Borgia (2009) worked with preservice teachers to develop enhanced podcasts that were used in fifth-grade classrooms.
Students demonstrated vocabulary growth when using the teacher developed enhanced
podcasts. Putman and Kingsley (2009) conducted a quasi-experimental study in which
the researchers compared vocabulary scores between groups with and without access to
teacher-made science podcasts. The results indicated that students with podcast access
had statistically significantly higher scores than those without podcast access. Survey
results also showed that students felt the podcasts motivated them to learn science
vocabulary. Both Borgia (2009) and Putman and Kingsley (2009) had positive results
when using teacher made podcasts combined with vocabulary instruction.
Kennedy and Wexler (2013) used teacher-created content acquisition podcasts
(CAPs) to provide direct vocabulary instruction in STEM subjects to struggling readers
and students with specific learning disabilities. CAPs are different from traditional
podcasts in that they combine both audio and visual elements (Kennedy & Wexler,
2013). CAPs are rooted in evidenced-based vocabulary practices and are “infused with
content-specific instructional practices” (Kennedy et al., 2014). Kennedy et al. (2014)
discovered that through the use of CAPs, students with and without disabilities scored
higher on vocabulary assessments.
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Podcasts are also used in K-12 settings by asking students to create their own
podcasts. Dlott (2007) led elementary school students in a podcast project that involved
student-made podcasts and blogs for podcast discussions. Dlott (2007) noted
improvements in writing, listening, and motivation due to the use of podcasts in the
classroom. Bianchi-Pennington (2018) used a multiliteracies principle of design and
created a classroom podcast project where students analyzed literature and created
podcasts based on their individual understanding of the content, allowing students to have
a voice and create media that represented their perspectives. Faughey (2019) also created
a classroom podcast project on Romeo and Juliet that blended in-school and out-ofschool literacies in a classroom setting. Student-created podcasts and student-led podcasts
created outlets for students to collaborate, develop a voice, and demonstrate
comprehension of classroom topics.
Benefits of podcasts in the classroom
The podcast content is unique because it differs from a traditional audiobook in
that podcasts often include interviews, conversations, soundbites, and music (Hennig,
2017). This is significant because when stories are told through audio files, listeners are
more involved and engaged when the files include dialogue and dramatization when
compared to audio that only used single person narration (Rodero, 2012). Not all
podcasts include dialogue and engaging dramatization, so that is an important element to
consider when selecting podcasts for classroom use.
An additional benefit of podcasts are the formats in which they can be presented.
When reviewing the research, there were two formats of podcasts used in school settings,
categorized by Hew (2009) as original podcasts and existing podcasts. Original podcasts
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are produced by either the teacher or the student and are beneficial because teachers can
create them, record lectures, or supplement class material, whereas student-created
podcasts are often used as summative projects or to demonstrate understanding. Due to
the vast number of existing podcasts, they are also advantageous to classroom instruction.
Existing podcasts provide teachers and students a wide array of topics that align with
multiple subject areas and content needs. Comprehensively, podcasts represent a media
text that is easily accessible to most teachers and can strengthen literacy skills, reinforce
class readings (Campbell 2005; Godsey 2016; Guy & Marquis, 2016; Jones 2019), and
provide opportunities for students to expand writing and listening skills (Jones, 2019).
Podcasts as a Critical Media Literacy Practice
Based on the research available at both the higher education and K-12 level, it is
evident that podcasts have a role in education, whether it is reinforcing classroom
instruction, supporting vocabulary acquisition, exposing students to stories and
viewpoints different than their own, or increasing student engagement. However, there
are few studies available that position podcasts as a tool to help develop students’ critical
media literacy practices, a gap which is worth exploring due to the need for classrooms to
serve as spaces that foster critical literacy (see Ciardiello, 2004; Herbeck & Beier, 2003;
Freebody & Freiberg, 2011; Kellner & Share, 2007c; Labadie et al., 2012; Luke, 2000;
Patel Stevens & Bean, 2007).
Montgomery (2014) is one of the few researchers that explicitly frames podcasts
from a critical literacy perspective. In their qualitative study, students created, and shared
podcasts based on social issue themed children’s books, focusing on issues like gender,
race, and class with a specific topical focus on child labor, women’s suffrage, slavery,
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and American Indian boarding schools. The study, framed in a four-dimensional
interrelated critical literacy framework created by Lewison et al. (2002), allowed students
to take action and spread awareness about important social justice topics through their
podcast creations.
Due to the rise of internet connectivity and the emergence of Web 2.0
technologies, schools and teachers are faced with a vast number of media-based texts that
can be used as literacies when designing classroom learning experiences. However, I
would argue that podcasts present as a wide-ranging technology that can be positioned in
the classroom within a critical media literacy framework. As podcasts become a more
mainstream trusted media (Peoples & Tilley, 2011), the likelihood that students will
encounter podcasts in their daily life increases, whether they are accessed as a source of
information, entertainment, or both. Kellner and Share (2005) explained that often
individuals are unaware of the impact media culture has on how they think and what they
believe, because often the intentions are inconspicuous. That being said, as podcasts
emerge as an increasingly popular and relevant form of media, they require critical
analysis so students can understand the ways they are being informed by media culture
and the relationships, messages, and ideologies that characterize these media texts
(Garcia et al., 2013; Kellner & Share, 2005).
The use of podcasts in the classroom may also foster a participatory classroom
environment, which is an important element of critical media literacy (Kellner & Share,
2005; Kellner & Share, 2019). In a study examining the motivations of podcast users,
McClung and Johnson (2010) discovered that a major reason people listened to podcasts
was because of their desire to engage in social discussion about the content. As it stands,
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an important characteristic of critical media literacy is that students share their views and
interpretations of media texts (Kellner & Share, 2005), and as evidenced by McClung and
Johnson (2010), podcasts can provide the substance that sparks these vital conversations.
An additional reason for using podcasts within a critical media literacy framework
is because of the wide authorship of podcasts as well as the proclivity of podcast episodes
to include hosts and guest speakers that may present voices that are more varied and
diverse than those heard in traditional classroom contexts. As Kellner and Share (2019)
noted, dominant media sources are “often repeating the same story, at the expense of
countless different perspectives and creative ways of thinking” (p. xiv), and it is the role
of educators to question and challenge the presence of these dominant ideologies in their
classrooms (Garcia et al., 2013). There are many podcasts productions that promote
dominant ways of thinking and are actually produced and authored by major media
outlets; however, organizations, local communities, and individuals also are able to create
and disseminate podcasts (Hennig, 2017), that in turn, may counter the more mainstream
narratives. Additionally, because podcasts are not modulated by traditional broadcast
regulations, there is a wide variety of podcast programming (Hennig, 2017). These two
factors (wide-authorship and decreased broadcast regulations) make podcasts an access
point for students to hear multiple perspectives and alternate points of view, that still
require a critical media literacy stance, but could serve as a representation of voices that
are not always heard.
The potential of podcasts to serve as an avenue for multiple perspectives in the
classroom is increasing, as there are a growing number of available podcasts that
highlight marginalized voices. Scott (2020) identified podcasts that elevate marginalized
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voices through the exploration and discussion of themes such as racial identity,
LBTQIA+ communities, intersectionality, often through first-hand accounts. Listeners of
these podcasts are able to hear stories, encounters, and discourse that may differ from
anything they have experienced in their own lives.
The podcast Ear Hustle provides listeners with humanizing stories about the
individuals who are incarcerated in California’s San Quentin State Prison. As described
by the Ear Hustle website, the podcast, which was created in 2017, was the first of its
kind because it was produced in San Quentin State Prison, by individuals who are
incarcerated. Through audio files and the help of a prison volunteer, turned co-creator,
they were able to share the realities of life in prison, and in more recent years, stories of
life after incarceration (Radiotopia, n.d.). Alone, the Ear Hustle podcast is a great
example for students of a media that has provided a space to voices that often go unheard,
but by taking it one step further and situating the podcast in a critical media literacy
framework, students can begin to engage in a critical analysis of issues that affect them
and society by listening to individuals that are often under-represented and
misrepresented in the media (Kellner & Share, 2005). While listening to podcasts alone is
not a critical practice, the availability of these podcasts, rich in multiple perspectives, can
be used to promote understandings of cultural and societal heterogeneity, an important
element of critical media literacy.
When used, analyzed, questioned, and discussed from a critical media literacy
stance, certain podcast episodes may emerge as counter-hegemonic texts. In a critical
media literacy framework, participants are asked to use critical inquiry to evaluate media
texts examining the material for the proliferation of dominant ideologies, problematic
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ideologies, and forms of prejudice (Kellner & Share, 2019). Yet, a second, important
element of critical media literacy pedagogy is to also acknowledge the positive ways in
which existing media can be used to teach about diversity, explore multiculturalism and
provide a platform for voices from marginalized groups (Kellner & Share, 2005; Kellner
& Share, 2019). Podcasts have the potential to serve as an existing media that, when used
within a critical literacy framework, empower students to invite and interrogate multiple
perspectives and challenge mainstream narratives.
The purpose of this study was twofold; I wanted to understand how students’
perceived podcasts when compared to other media texts (simply, did they like listening to
podcasts when presented as an instructional tool? did they feel podcasts were helpful in
supplementing course material?) and I observed how students responded to podcasts
when analyzed through a critical media literacy framework. To do this, students
participated weekly in a podcast-based lesson activity, where students selected a podcast
related to the current classroom topic of study. The overall educational outcome of this
activity was for students to supplement class content with a podcast that provided an
additional, and possibly different narrative to the topic at hand. Students worked in small
groups and were responsible for the podcast selection for the week. Each unit topic was
allotted two weeks of instructional time, so each topic included two podcast episodes.
Through this practice, students not only utilized supplementary texts and multiple texts
(important elements of critical literacy, as discussed in the review of related literature)
but also critically evaluated the message of the podcasts in relation to their own
commonly held notions and in relation to information found in the course curriculum and
mainstream sources of information.
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Chapter 3 explains the chosen methodology for this particular study, detailing my
experience as both a researcher and teacher. Additionally, I recount the steps I took to
facilitate this action research study in my classroom and describe the methods used
throughout the study, including the research site, participants, data collection methods,
and data analysis procedures.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH DESIGN
Research Design
For this study, I utilized a qualitative action research design. This was the most
appropriate design for this study as I took on the roles of both researcher and teacher.
Action research is sometimes referred to as teacher research or practitioner-researcher
because the researcher and practitioner in the study are often one and the same (Herr &
Anderson, 2015; Mills, 2018). This distinction is significant because as both the
researcher and the practitioner, action research studies have the potential to further
connect theory and practice (Mertler, 2020; Mills, 2018). A frequent criticism of
educational research is the gap that exists between the findings of educational researchers
and the practicing classroom teachers (Johnson, 2008; Mertler, 2020; Mills 2018). Action
research presents a solution to this criticism. In this study, as the researcher and educator
I had first-hand experience of the events unfolding in my classroom, as I not only
facilitated learning but collected and evaluated data. Action research is a valuable
research design because it places the teacher within the research process. Because of this
model, teachers can observe the impact of instructional methods and strategies in their
classroom and become the true authority on what works (Mills, 2018). Additionally, the
reflection component of action research creates an opportunity for teachers to critically
examine classroom teaching practices (Mills, 2018). From a practical standpoint, the
action research design used in this study helped to close the gap between research and
practice, but the design was also empowering, allowing me to directly connect my
findings to specific student learning experiences and improve flawed educational
practices by highlighting the voices and experiences of students.
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Action research is a systematic process in which the researcher engages in what
Herr and Anderson (2015) referred to as a research spiral, in which each cycle, the
researcher gains more information that helps them answer their original research
question, and possibly provides a solution. Mertler (2011) outlined a four-stage, ninestep, cyclical process that can be seen in Figure 2. The figure below shows how the stages
and steps blend together to create a cyclical process that can be adapted to specific
research problems.

Figure 2
Action Research Cycle (Mertler,2011)

For educators considering action research, Mertler (2013) highlighted the
functionality of action research in the classroom by stating
The best way to know if something will work with your students or in your
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classroom is to try it out, collect and analyze data to assess its effectiveness, and
then make a decision about your next steps based on your direct experience (p.
39).
In this study, my inquiry was focused on how students perceived podcasts when
compared to other media texts (simply, do they like listening to podcasts when presented
as an instructional tool? do they feel podcasts are helpful in supplementing course
material?) and how do students respond to podcasts in the classroom when analyzed
through a critical media literacy framework. The podcasts used in this study addressed
social justice themes such as race, gender, and cultural differences. Through an action
research design, I was able to work through the cycles of action research laid forth by
Mertler (2011) and analyze the effectiveness of analyzing podcasts from a critical media
literacy perspective.
Researcher Positionality
Because I acted as the researcher and teacher in my study, it is important to
discuss a significant element to all research, that of researcher positionality (Anderson et
al., 2016; Herr & Anderson, 2015). In an action research design, positionality is
especially important because of the unique relationship that the researcher has to the
setting of the study. As Anderson et al., 2016 noted, personal histories and positions of
the researcher shape how data is interpreted and “read” (p. 398). Therefore, it was
important to be mindful of my background as both the researcher and practitioner when
interpreting and analyzing the collected data.
In this study, I engaged in insider research, meaning I conducted research in my
own classroom while working directly with my students (Herr & Anderson, 2015).
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Insider research has increased as more educational professionals engage in studies
involving their own classroom practices (Fleming, 2018), and have a desire to use their
own work sites as the setting for their research with the goal of making a contribution to
their school (Herr & Anderson, 2015). In conducting research at my place of
employment, I not only hoped to find answers to my research questions but also was able
to share my experiences and understandings with my colleagues and the school
community.
Research Site
The study site chosen is a Social Justice academy part of the larger district high
school located in a beachside city in New Jersey. According to 2014 data, the city is
home to approximately 31,000 people, and the household median income is $56,778. The
high school has approximately 1250 students and includes four academies, ranging in
specialties. The Social Justice academy has an approximate enrollment of 148 students.
The demographics for the students in the district are diverse; 48.6% of the population is
Hispanic, 26.2% of the population is white, and 24.3% are black. In addition to a variety
of ethnicities, the district also has several languages spoken by the students. 53% of the
students speak English, 37% speak Spanish, and 9% speak Portuguese. 12% of the
students have IEPs and are classified; 6% of the students are learning English as a second
language. 74.6% are considered economically disadvantaged.
The specialty academy is a social justice academy, and while the students who
attend this academy are considered part of the general high school population, the social
justice academy is housed in a separate high school building allowing the students to
create a true sense of community and collaboration. The goal of the social justice
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academy is to provide students an opportunity to study traditional core subjects like
English, Mathematics, Science, and History through a social justice lens. However, the
academy also offers specialty electives that are unique to the school of social justice,
including the course I teach, Intro to Social Justice (See Appendix A for course
description). All elective and core content courses at the social justice academy
incorporate additional instruction and focus to include discussions of societal issues that
impact the world today.
This district and academy were chosen due to the professional relationship I have
with the district as a high school history teacher. The study took place in a secondarylevel elective course that is included within the humanities department program of
studies. As the classroom teacher of the setting of my research, I was positioned as an
insider researcher and collected data through participant observation, questionnaires,
interviews, digital recordings, and student artifacts.
Due to the current Covid-19 pandemic, the students learned in a virtual classroom
setting. The Intro to Social Justice course met three times a week for a total of two and a
half hours of class time. Over a ten-week period, students engaged in the study through
participation in the Zoom Video Communications platform. Based on the virtual learning
schedule provided by the school district, the students logged-on to the platform each day
at an assigned class time for synchronous learning. There was a one-hour period allotted
for synchronous learning twice a week, and an additional half-hour synchronous session
each Wednesday intended to be used for enrichment, lesson extension, extra-help, and
project-based learning. This mid-week session was an integral part of my study as I used
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this session for podcast analysis and discussion (See Appendix B for a general lesson
plan schedule).
Participants
During the 2020-2021 academic year there were two sections of the Intro to
Social Justice Course. There were a total of twenty-one students enrolled across both
sections of the course. There were fourteen students in the “A” block and eight students
in the “B” block in the Intro to Social Justice Course, however only eight students
participated in the study. A few factors influenced the decision to not include all the
students enrolled in the Intro to Social Justice course. There were immediate disparities
between the attendance data and participation levels of the period “A” students and
period “B” students. Several students in the period “A” class were often absent, tardy, or
present but not active (meaning they did not turn their camera on or unmute their
microphone to speak during class). After speaking with individual students, families, and
guidance counselors, I discovered that several of the students worked part-time jobs that
either started early morning or caused the students to work so late into the evening that
they were not waking up for class. The part-time employment of students was a direct
result of pandemic-related job loss. Historically, students attending the school did not
miss school to work part-time jobs; however, students were accepting part-time
employment because of an economic need to support their families. Additionally, in an
effort to be empathetic to the varying experiences of students and families impacted by
the pandemic, the school temporarily lifted the attendance policy. The decision to remove
the period “A” students from the study was a direct result of the attendance and
participation levels of the period “A” class. I was unable to collect consistent data from
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the group. In contrast, my period “B” students had consistent attendance and most days
attended class with both cameras and microphones on. Therefore, I reduced the number
of participants from twenty-one to eight.
To protect the privacy of the participants, students received pseudonyms to
protect confidentiality. Students who take Intro to Social Justice must be enrolled at the
social justice academy. Course enrollment qualifications are important to note because
students must explicitly sign up to attend this academy; thus, students who enroll have a
vested interest in topics relating to social justice. The participants were in twelfth grade,
ranging in age from seventeen to eighteen years old. (See Table 1 below).
Table 1
Demographic data of participants

Pseudonym

Gender

Ethnicity

Age

Callie

Female

Caucasian

18

Julie

Female

Hispanic

17

Kathleen

Female

Caucasian

18

Larisa

Female

Latino

17

Luis

Male

Latino

18

Neva

Female

Hispanic

18

Rachel

Female

Caucasian

18

Rosa

Female

Hispanic

17
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Data Collection Process
The following sections review the action research data collection strategies that
guided this research, as well as the specific procedures that took place in the classroom to
collect data.
Overview of Action Research Data Collection Strategies
To collect data for this study, I engaged in three qualitative data collection
strategies developed by Wolcott (1992), but further contextualized as action research data
collection strategies by Mills (2018). These data collection strategies included
experiencing, enquiring, and examining, and within each strategy, there were multiple
instruments that I used for data collection. In table 2, I detail the specific instruments I
used from each of the categories.
Table 2
Data collection strategies (Mills, 2018)

Strategy

Instrument

Experiencing:
data collected by the teacher through
classroom observation.

participant observation

Enquiring:
data collected by the teacher through the
asking of questions.

questionnaires and semi-structured
interviews

Examining:
data collected by the teacher through
documents and records.

digital recordings and student artifacts

Experiencing. My position as an insider researcher allowed me to collect data as
a participant-observer. Teaching lends itself to participant observation because, as
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educators, we do more than simply observe in the classroom; we also engage in activities
as we facilitate learning for our students (Mills, 2018). In action research studies, data
obtained through participant observation is considered one of the most common
experiential data collection methods (Mills, 2018). In this study, I was an active
participant-observer, collecting field notes on student behaviors during our live online
sessions. Due to the online setting of our classroom, my observations were different than
if the study took place in an actual classroom setting. For example, when I wanted the
students to engage in small group discussion, I utilized the breakout feature of the Zoom
platform. I then virtually visited each breakout room, and as a result, was not able to
observe all students simultaneously. Despite this challenge of the Zoom platform, there
were also observational benefits. For example, I was able to observe student’s
communication through the chat feature. Students were able to send messages to the
class, and this became a very popular method of communication during our class
sessions. In Chapter 4, I include a chat log that allowed me to observe the emotions
students felt while listening to a particular podcast episode.
Students also used the reaction feature during our sessions. For myself, and many
of my colleagues, one of the greatest challenges we faced when teaching high school
students online during a pandemic was encouraging our students to overcome their
hesitancy to speak. While for many students the chat feature provided a welcome
alternative to the “unmute” button, some students expressed themselves through one of
the many reactions available on the Zoom interface (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3
Zoom Reactions

These reactions were not used as readily as the chat feature, but students sent emojis to
react to podcast content, or to affirm a classmate's comment or opinion. Thus, while the
Zoom platform changed the nature of a traditional classroom observation, I had
additional opportunities to observe communications through the chat and reaction
features that I would otherwise have lacked access to had I conducted my study inperson. Early research on students’ e-learning experiences indicates that a strength of the
Zoom platform when used for synchronous learning are the communication features;
specifically, students felt that through the Zoom platform they could communicate with
ease in their virtual class sessions (Rahayu, 2020). Despite the differences between
traditional classroom observations and online classroom observations, I was able to
collect detailed field notes as I observed the students’ understandings and behaviors
through multiple features available to them on the Zoom platform.
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Direct observations occurred approximately sixteen times (twice a week for eight
weeks) in the virtual classroom as students participated in the study, allowing me to
collect information on visible behaviors that occurred while students participated in the
study.
Enquiring. To gain specific information from the students, I administered
questionnaires and conducted semi-structured interviews to ask questions of my students
to further my understanding of how they perceived podcasts, and to highlight student
experiences and perceptions of podcasts when analyzed through a critical media literacy
framework.
Questionnaires. I used two questionnaires in this study, a pre-study questionnaire
and a post-study questionnaire. Due to the online nature of the study, both were
administered using the Google Forms platform (grid question feature allows for Likertstyle responses). The pre- study questionnaire was administered at the beginning of the
study and consisted of three yes or no questions, thirteen close-ended Likert scale
questions, and three open-ended questions. Students rated the Likert scale statements on
the following scale: 1: strongly disagree, 2: somewhat disagree, 3: neither agree nor
disagree, 4: somewhat agree, 5: strongly agree (See Appendix C for the pre-study
questionnaire). The pre-study questionnaire provided insight into students’ perceptions
and experiences before they used podcasts as a classroom tool and analyzed podcasts
through a critical media framework.
A post-study questionnaire was administered after the study was complete. The
survey consisted of two yes or no questions, thirteen close-ended Likert scale questions,
and four open-ended questions. Students rated the questions using the same scale used in
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the pre-study questionnaire (See Appendix D for the post-questionnaire). This
information provided insight into students’ perceptions and experiences after they used
podcasts as a classroom tool and analyzed podcasts through a critical media framework.
Semi-structured interviews. Over the course of the study, I met with individual
students and interviewed them to help me gain insight into how they are experiencing
critical media literacy when applied to podcasts, and how they perceived podcasts as a
classroom tool. Semi-structured interviews were a robust qualitative instrument because
they provided enough structure to frame the interview within the research questions but
were also flexible enough to allow for individual voices and narratives to be heard
(Rabionet, 2011). Using semi-structured interviews allowed me to focus my interview
and establish rapport with my participants, but also keep the dialogue open enough that
students can share their personal experiences. Due to the small sample size, all students
participated in the semi-structured interviews. Student interviews were recorded through
the Zoom platform using both the audio and video features which allowed for
transcription and analysis. The interviews occurred during virtual office hours for
approximately twenty minutes per student and happened at the midpoint and end of the
study. Before each interview, I would emphasize the importance of participant honesty.
Specifically, I would remind students that their responses should represent their beliefs
and experiences, not align with what they believed I wanted to hear. Following the
interviews, I uploaded the files into Trint, an audio transcription software program. Using
artificial intelligence, Trint provided an automated transcription of my files that I used as
a starting point for my analysis. Following the initial transcription, I cleaned each
interview file for accuracy using the Trint editing feature. The editing feature allows
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users to verify their transcript by listening to the audio of your file as the words appear on
the screen and name speakers. The interviews furthered my understanding of individual
student perceptions of podcasts and how students responded to podcasts when analyzed
through critical media literacy. (See Appendix E for the semi-structured interview
framework).
Examining. The final data collection strategy I used for my action research study
was examining, which included two instruments, digital recordings, and studentcompleted documents.
Digital Recordings. As mentioned previously, I collected video and audio
recordings from my virtual classes, which allowed me to analyze and transcribe the
digital recordings easily and with great detail. I utilized Trint, for the initial transcription
of the digital recordings. Once processed through Trint for the initial transcription
process, I cleaned the transcribed files and made corrections as needed. These recordings
and transcriptions served as an additional data source; as an action researcher engaging in
insider research, I was actively teaching and engaging with students during my lessons
and may have missed some important moments and comments.
Student artifacts. There were two categories of student artifacts collected in this
study, podcast analysis forms and guided podcast questions. The students completed
podcast analysis forms (see figure 4) following each podcast.

Figure 4
Podcast Analysis Form

Podcast Analysis Questions
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Questions
WHO are all the possible people who made choices that helped create this podcast?
HOW was this podcast constructed and delivered/accessed?
HOW could this podcast be understood differently?
WHAT values, points of view, and ideologies are represented or missing from this podcast or
influenced by the medium?
WHY was this podcast created and/or shared?
WHOM does this podcast advantage and/or disadvantage?

The podcast analysis forms were based on the critical media literacy framework
described by Kellner and Share (2019). Students completed these forms after listening to
podcast episodes, and throughout the study they served as a basis for class discussions.
This information also helped me assess if my students understand the major concepts of
critical media literacy.
The guided podcast questions were not included in the initial study design but
were included based on perceived student needs. The guided questions were
comprehension-based and focused on podcast content but also allowed students to reflect
on the podcast episode. This information helped me assess their understanding and
engagement of each podcast.
Procedures
Framed in the action research data collection strategies as articulated by Mills
(2018) data for this study was collected over a ten-week period. See Table 3 for a
timeline of data collection.
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Table 3
Timeline of data collection

Week

Data Collected

#1

Pre-study questionnaires (Likert, yes/no,
& open-ended)

#2-9

Observation data
Mid-point semi-structured interview
Student Artifacts (podcast analysis form,
guided podcast questions)

#10

Post-study semi-structured interview
Post-study questionnaires (Likert, yes/no,
& open-ended)

The following narrative outlines the specific procedures I implemented to collect data as
both the teacher and researcher in this study.
Week #1
Before beginning the study, I administered a pre-study questionnaire in the
classroom to establish starting points for students’ perceptions and experiences. Students
were aware they were participating in a research study because they all completed
consent forms as part of the IRB process; however, the questionnaire was administered
before sharing any introductory material regarding critical media literacy to protect the
validity of the questionnaire results (See Figure 5).
Figure 5
Pre-Study Questionnaire in Google Classroom
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Students logged into the Zoom platform and completed the pre-study questionnaire.
Students were directed to ask for assistance if they needed clarification. During this
thirty-minute session all students were able to finish the survey, and they did not ask any
questions regarding the contents of the questionnaire.
Weeks #2-#9
The second week of the study laid the groundwork for the next stage of research. I
introduced students to the critical media literacy framework (see Appendix G), students
responded to introductory prompts about critical media literacy (see Appendix H), and
students learned the role that podcasts would play in the new unit of study. Critical
literacy shaped the function of the podcasts in the classroom. Podcasts served as both
supplemental and multiple texts. I shared with students that the podcasts would
supplement classroom material and provide a supplementary perspective on a social issue
(Behrman, 2006; Leland et al., 2003) while also serving as a multiple text. Positioning
podcasts as a multiple text allowed students to hear multiple perspectives on the same
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topic (Boutte, 2012; Luke & Freebody, 1997; Soares & Wood, 2010) while promoting
intertextuality (Weippert et al., 2018).
As previously stated, a critical tenet of critical literacy practices in the classroom
are to open spaces for students to express their voices and work collaboratively with
teachers to enact democratic learning spaces (Behrman, 2006; Creighton, 1997; Freire,
1970; Herbeck et al., 2008). Thus, it was imperative that students were able to self-select
the podcasts to which they listened, giving them autonomy over their instructional
materials. Considering the extensive number of podcasts available, I provided students a
list of podcasts for each topic to help narrow their focus and to provide support for
students who were unfamiliar with searching and locating podcasts (See Appendix I).
The list contained thirty-eight podcast episodes selected from twenty-six different
podcasts. I curated this podcast list to present students with different podcast selections
within the four-unit categories of stereotypes, sexism, sexuality and gender, and racism,
while still providing enough options that students felt they had a choice in selecting a
podcast episode. The student-selections can be found in Figure 6.

Figure 6
Student Podcast Sign-up

Issues of Social Justice
PODCAST SIGN-UP
1. Due to the size of our class (8 students total), you will sign up as a group twice.
2. Work in pairs - two students per group.
3. Sign up for two different topics, meaning you will select TWO podcasts. If you want to
select BOTH podcasts for a unit that is fine, but you can also select one podcast for one
unit, and then a different podcast for a separate unit. The choice is yours.
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Unit Topic

Dates**

Student Names

Podcast selection (Include
podcast name & episode
title)

Week of 11/16-11/20

Group 1:
Rosa and Neva

Chisme that matters/The
Latina Stereotype and How
We Are Changing This
Narrative | Erika & Ana from
Latina Made Not Maid

Week of 11/23-11/27
(* short week due to
Thanksgiving)

Group 2:
Luis & Larisa

Dear White
Women/Halloween and
Cultural Appropriation

Week of 11/30-12/4

Group 1:
Callie & Julie :)

Generation Why/Josephine
County 911

Week of 12/7-12/11

Group 2:
Kathleen & Rachel

Hidden Brain/Why Now?
The Psychological Forces
Behind a Cultural Reckoning:
Understanding #MeToo

Week of 12/14-12/18

Group 1:
Callie & Julie :)

Criminal/Lavender Scare

Week of 12/21-12/25
(short week due to Winter
Break)

Group 2:
Rosa & Neva

*NPR 1A/How Activists
Were Finally Heard About
the AIDS Epidemic

Week of 1/4 - 1/8

Group 1:
Kathleen & Rachel

Criminal/Knock & Announce

Week of 1/11- 1/15

Group 2: Luis & Larisa

Caught/I Just Want You to
Come Home

Stereotypes

Sexism

Sexuality & Gender

Racism

*This podcast was selected mid-study. The podcast was released 12/20/2020 and a student requested we
incorporate it into our podcast list.
** Due to unanticipated interruptions to the curriculum some topics required more than two-weeks and the
podcast sign-up schedule was shifted accordingly

Over the next eight weeks, I used podcasts to supplement course content focusing
on each topic for approximately two weeks. Students engaged with podcasts that served
as supplementary texts, in tandem with the course schedule as anticipated by the current
curriculum pacing guide. Table 4 depicts the horizontal alignment between the selected
social justice standards (see Appendix J for standard descriptions), student activities,
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course readings, academic vocabulary and the student-selected podcast episodes for each
unit topic.
Table 4
Horizontal Alignment of Podcasts with Unit Focus
Stereotypes
Social Justice Standards (Teaching Tolerance, 2018)
ID. 9-12.5, DI.9-12.6, DI. 9-12.8, DI.9-12.10, JU. 9-12.11, JU. 9-12.12 2, JU. 9-12.13, JU. 9-12.14

Student Activities

Course Readings

Academic
Vocabulary

Supplemental
Podcast Episodes

Lesson Opener:
Stereotype riddlethe riddle asked
students to question
how they engage in
stereotyping
without even
realizing it.

How to Beat
Stereotypes by
Seeing People as
Individuals (Jilani,
2019)

Essentialism
Heuristics
Negative
Stereotype
Positive Stereotype
Stereotype
Stereotype threat
“the Other”

The Latina
Stereotype and
How We are
Changing This
Narrative

The Consequences
of Stereotyping
(Sigward, 2017).

Shatter the
Stereotype:
Students identified
a group that they
felt was unfairly
stereotyped and
experienced
oppression because
of that stereotype.
Students identified
three to five
stereotypes that are
applied to that
group and
“shattered” the
stereotype by
locating
individuals, events,
art, literature, and
media that
countered the
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Halloween and
Cultural
Appropriation

stereotype. Students
used Jamboard to
create a collage
with their findings
Sexism
Social Justice Standards (Teaching Tolerance, 2018)
DI. 9-12.8, DI.9-12.10, JU. 9-12.11, JU. 9-12.12 2, JU. 9-12.13, JU. 9-12.14

Student Activities

Course Readings

Academic
Vocabulary

Supplemental
Podcast Episodes

Lesson Opener:
Students were
asked to relate the
ways sexism can
contribute to an
unjust society.

The #MeToo
Backlash (Bower,
2019)

#metoo
Feminism
Sexism
Sexual harassment
Victim blaming

Generation Why:
Josephine County
911

One Pager
Summary: Using
the Lopez (2018)
article students
completed a “one
pager” summary.
See Appendix K for
a student sample.

Even with the
current rise of
feminism, victim
blaming still exists
(Lopez, 2018)

Film Viewing:
Students viewed the
2016 film
Confirmation,
completed a
viewing guide and
engaged in
classroom
discussion about
the film.
Podcast Guiding
Questions: Students
answered guiding
questions for the
Hidden Brain
episode. See
Appendix L for
questions.
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Hidden Brain: Why
Now? The
Psychological
Forces Behind a
Cultural
Reckoning:
Understanding
#MeToo

Sexuality & Gender
Social Justice Standards (Teaching Tolerance, 2018)
ID. 9-12.5, DI.9-12.6, DI. 9-12.8, DI.9-12.10, JU. 9-12.11, JU. 9-12.12 2, JU. 9-12.13, JU. 9-12.14

Student Activities

Course Readings

Lesson Opener:
Students read the
2019 NJ Law
passed by Governor
Murphy. This law
made NJ the second
state to require
public schools to
teach LGBTQ
inclusive material.
See
Appendix M to
view the text of the
law. Students
discussed their
experience in
school learning
about LGBTQ
history.

LGBTQ History
Timeline Reference
(GLSEN, 2019)

Academic
Vocabulary
Act-Up
AIDS
Ashes Action
Lavender Scare
LGBTQ+
Ryan White

You've Probably
Heard of the Red
Scare, but the
Lesser-Known,
Anti-Gay 'Lavender
Scare' Is Rarely
Taught in Schools
(Haynes, 2020)

LGBTQ+ History
Project
Students selected
one person or event
from the GLSEN
(2019) timeline and
created a digital
collage to teach
their classmates
more about the
selected event. See
Appendix N for a
student sample.
Podcast Guiding
Questions:
Students answered
guiding questions
for the Criminal
(Appendix O) and
1A (Appendix P)
podcast episodes.
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Supplemental
Podcast Episodes
Criminal: Lavender
Scare
1A: How Activists
Were Finally Heard
About the AIDs
Epidemic

Racism
Social Justice Standards (Teaching Tolerance, 2018)
ID. 9-12.5, DI.9-12.6, DI. 9-12.8, DI.9-12.10, JU. 9-12.11, JU. 9-12.12 2, JU. 9-12.13, JU. 9-12.14

Student Activities

Course Readings

Lesson Opener:
Students were
asked to respond to
the following
statement: “We
have been forced to
confront the reality
that, despite gains
made in the past 50
years, we are still a
nation riven by
inequality and
racial division”
(Bunch, 2020).

The Criminal
Justice System
Discriminates
Against Children of
Color
(Blades, 2018)

Billboard Creation:
Students created a
digital billboard on
one of the
following topics
found within the
NACDL reading:
race and the war on
drugs, race and
policing, race and
sentencing, race
and collateral
consequences, race
and juvenile justice,
race and the death
penalty, and race
and public defense.
Based on their
focus, students
created a billboard
to promote
awareness and
engage people in
conversation on a
key issue.

Black Children
Five Times More
Likely Than White
Youth to Be
Incarcerated
(Equal Justice
Initiative, 2017)

Academic
Vocabulary
13th Amendment
Black codes
School to prison
pipeline
Systemic racism

Secretary Lonnie
Bunch: It Is Time
for America to
Confront Its
Tortured Racial
Past
(Bunch, 2020)

Racial Disparity
(NACDL, 2019)
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Supplemental
Podcast Episodes
Criminal: Knock
and Announce
Caught: I Just Want
You to Come Home

Documentary
Viewing:
Students viewed the
2016 documentary
13th, engaged in
classroom
discussion about
the film and
responded to an
online discussion
post about the film.
Podcast Guiding
Questions: Students
answered guiding
questions for the
Criminal podcast
episode. See
Appendix Q for
questions.

Following each podcast students completed a critical media literacy analysis using
the Google forms interface (Appendix R). In the weeks that followed, students explored
each podcast within the critical media literacy framework while learning about
stereotypes in Latina culture and cultural appropriation when celebrating Halloween;
victim blaming and sexism through the #metoo movement; the forgotten history of the
LBGTQ+ community, and racism in the criminal justice system.
Initially the podcast episodes were to be used as in-class assignments; however,
early on, the class indicated that they also liked listening at home. The reflective nature of
action research (Mertler, 2020) as well as my desire to support students in making
decisions about their learning, encouraged me to reconsider my initial plan and respond
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to the preferences of the students and create a schedule in which students listened to
podcasts in class and at home (see Table 5). The integrity and intent of the podcasts
remained intact despite the listening location.
Table 5
Podcast selections and listening location

#

Podcast Name

Date

Listening
location

1

Chisme that Matters: Latina Made not Maid

11/19/2020

in class

2

Dear White Women: Halloween and Cultural
Appropriation

11/30/2020

at home

3

Generation Why: Josephine County 911

12/7/2020

in class

4

Hidden Brain: Why Now? The Psychological
Forces Behind a Cultural Reckoning:
Understanding # MeToo

12/16/2020

in class

5

Criminal: Lavender Scare

1/4/2021

at home

6

1A: How Activists Were Finally Heard About
The AIDS Epidemic

1/21/2021

in class

7

Criminal: Knock & Announce

1/27/2021

at home

8

Caught: I Just Want You to Come Home

2/1/2021

in class

At the midpoint of the study, I scheduled semi-structured interviews with my
students. These interviews took place during my virtual office hours, and due to the small
sample size, coupled with my desire to collect as much narrative data as possible, I asked
all eight students to participate in the semi-structured interviews. I utilized a midpoint
interview instead of pre-interview so the students would have an opportunity to
experience podcasts and the critical media literacy framework for a few weeks before
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they were asked to share with me. The students signed up for specific interview times and
the midpoint semi-structured interviews took place on Zoom over the course of three
days. Figure 7 depicts a screenshot of one of the interviews.
Figure 7
Screenshot of midpoint interview on Zoom platform

During these interviews, students had a chance to respond to my questions and share their
thoughts on the critical media literacy framework. While twenty minutes of time were
allotted for each interview, the average interview time was nine minutes and forty-eight
seconds. Students were responsive and engaged in the interviews but did not need the full
amount of time provided to respond to my questions. At this point of the study, students
had listened to three podcasts and completed three critical media literacy forms.
Week #10
In the final week of the study, students completed their post-study questionnaire
and participated in the post semi-structured interview. The post-study questionnaire
survey was posted to Google classroom and data was collected using a Google form.
Seven students responded to the survey, and it was only with much prompting that the
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eighth participant completed and turned in their questionnaire. This particular student
also failed to sign up for the post semi-structured interview, and for the remainder of the
year was excessively absent. However, I was able to successfully schedule and conduct
seven post semi-structured interviews. The average interview time was eleven minutes
and seven seconds. Similar to the midpoint interviews, students were responsive and
engaged but did not need a full twenty minutes to express their thoughts on their
experiences. Students were very open in these interviews, highlighting the elements of
podcasts that they enjoyed and disliked, while reflecting on the impact of the critical
media literacy framework in their understanding of texts.
Data Analysis
An important element to action research is the recursive, ongoing analysis of data
throughout the action research cycle (Herr & Anderson, 2015; Mills, 2018).
Consequently, I analyzed my data continually throughout the action research cycle to
understand if I was learning what I initially set out to understand, so I could ultimately
discern if my action research was successful (Herr & Anderson, 2015). I analyzed my
qualitative data using an inductive approach (Mertler, 2020; Parsons & Brown, 2002).
Inductive analysis is a qualitative approach to data analysis that begins with the collection
of narrative data through transcripts, field notes, and records. Through organization and
coding, researchers can reduce the amount of data, refine it into specific categories and
themes, and apply these findings to generate broader generalizations (Mertler, 2020).
Thomas (2006) adapted a model of inductive analysis from Creswell (2002), clearly
depicting the relationship between the coding steps and the amount of data. Figure 8
depicts this process that guided my coding process and the reduction of data.
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Figure 8
The Coding Process in Inductive Analysis (Thomas, 2006)

Initial reading
of text data

Identify
specific text
segments
related to
objectives

Label the
segments of
text to create
categories

many pages of
text

many segments 30 to 40
of text
categories

Reduce overlap
and
redundancy
among the
categories

Create a model
incorporating most
important
categories

15 to 20
categories

3 to 8 categories

A strength of the inductive approach is that research findings become clear through
“frequent, dominant, or significant themes inherent in raw data” (Thomas, 2006, p. 238).
In addition to the coding process outlined by Thomas (2006) I also employed the threestep inductive approach by Mertler (2020) to organize, describe, and interpret the data.
Organization
The organization of the collected data was a continuous process. As I gathered
data, I immediately cleaned, transcribed, and reviewed the information. I had numerous
narrative data sources derived from observations, field notes, questionnaires, and
interviews. I transcribed this data and reduced it into codes to look for patterns and
themes. As cautioned by Parsons and Brown (2002), initial classifications were not
automatic, and in the early stages, the organization was not apparent. To assist in
organization and to prioritize the participant’s voice (Saldaña, 2016) I used In Vivo
coding as a first cycle coding method. Using In Vivo coding, I was able to identify
repetitive or similar sentiments throughout narrative data, assisting my understanding of
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what was deemed significant by the participants (Saldaña, 2016). Table 6 depicts first
cycle In Vivo Coding for an open-ended question from the Post- Study Questionnaire.

Table 6
First Cycle In Vivo Coding of Open-Ended Question #1

Student
Luis

Response

In Vivo Coding

"Very fun and an easy way
to take in information and
different views and
perspectives.
Very good and
interactive"

“Very fun”
“Easy way to take in
information”
“Different views”
“Perspectives”
“Very good”
“interactive”

Neva

Rachel

Using podcasts in an
academic setting helped me
gain more perspective
about different topics. It
was able to humanize
situations that are usually
glossed over in articles. It
helped give more
information based on
people who had gone
through this experience
and it gave us a chance to
hear it from their own
mouths.
Using podcasts as an
instructional tool in the
classroom did not sound
like a whole lot of fun to
me at first, mostly because I
struggle to focus for long
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“Gain more perspective”
“Different topics”
“Humanize situations that
are usually glossed over in
articles”
“More information”
“People who had gone
through this experience”
“Hear it from their own
mouths”
“Did not sound like a
whole lot of fun”
“Struggle to focus”
“Guided questions to keep

periods of time. However,
us on track”
once we began listening to
them with guided questions “More and more invested”
to keep us on track, I
“Easy to follow along with
started to become more and
the story”
more invested. It was just as
easy to follow along with
“Podcasts are better tools
the story as it would be if I
than articles”
were reading an article or an
excerpt from a book. I also “You get all of the details
of the stories, and nothing
believe that podcasts are
is omitted”
better tools than articles
because you get all of the
details of the stories, and
nothing is omitted.
Larissa

Rosa

Kathleen

I think it was very helpful
with being more engage in
the content and class
discussion. I really like to
listen to podcasts because
they make me feel as
though I am part of the
conversation.

“Very helpful:
“Being more engage in the
content and class
discussion”
“Like to listen to podcast”
“Make me feel as though I
am part of the
conversation”

I enjoyed using podcasts as
an instructional tool, it was a
easy way to learn
information and give me a
different perspective on
things

“Enjoyed using podcasts”

I would describe it as
calming. It was so nice to
come to class and not be
bored with slide show after
slide slow stressing over
how fast I can take notes. I
came to class with the
understanding that I can
listen and complete my

“Describe it as calming”
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“Easy way to learn
information”
“Give me a different
perspective on things”

“So nice”
“Not be bored with slide
show after slide show
stressing over how fast I
can take notes”
“I can listen and complete

work and if needed listen
again at home to help with
the assignments.

Julie

my work”
“Listen again at home to
help”

I think that using podcasts “Using podcasts helped me
helped me learn more. The
learn more”
podcasts kept me interested
“Kept me interested”
so I was focusing more and
learning more.
“Focusing more”
“Learning more”

Julie

I found the podcasts to be “Much more engaging than
much more engaging than
traditional texts”
traditional texts. While I
“Zone out while reading
would often begin to zone
long articles”
out while reading long
articles, I have found that I
“More likely to pay
am much more likely to pay
attention while listening to
attention while listening to
podcasts”
podcasts.

The process of In Vivo Coding was instrumental in centering the participants' voices
while organizing and analyzing a large set of narrative data. To further assist in
organization, I arranged the array of In Vivo Codes into a split coding outline to create
“categories of belonging” (Saldaña, 2016, p. 108). Figure 9 is an example of a split
coding outline I created to organize open-ended participant data from the post-study.
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Figure 9
Post Study Questionnaire Open-Ended Question #1 Split Coding Outline

Considering the goal of my data collection and research was to understand
students’ perceptions and experiences, when organizing the data, I looked for specific
phrases and behaviors that were repeating and recurring throughout my data sources
(Mertler, 2020; Miles et al., 2020) and were specific to how students felt about podcasts
and how the students responded to podcasts when framed in critical media literacy.
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Description
Mertler (2020) explained that the description step is where action researchers
begin to connect their data to their research questions and review the degree that specific
actions and behaviors are occurring (Parsons & Brown, 2002). To assist in describing the
data, I engaged in second-cycle pattern coding by grouping my first cycle In Vivo codes
into smaller categories and themes. When developing pattern codes, I not only looked for
data that helped me further understand my research questions, but also made note of data
that contradicted what I was trying to understand. For example, I noted early on that
students began to position podcasts as an alternative to a traditional text, rather than as a
supplemental text. The goal of my research study was not to replace traditional texts in
the classroom with podcasts; however, I could not ignore that the suggestion of podcasts
as alternatives for print texts became a repetitive pattern code in student responses.
Multiple student responses reflecting podcasts replacing traditional texts led to the pattern
code “Podcasts v. Traditional Texts” (see Table 7)

Table 7
Pattern Code: Podcasts v. Traditional Texts

Pattern Code
Podcasts v. Traditional Texts

In Vivo Codes
“When it is just like an article, it’s kind of
like more boring and I often like zone out”
“The podcasts are more like engaging and
they’re like more authentic”
“I like it better than, like, actually reading
articles and stuff like that”
“If I had the option to choose between
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reading an article or a podcast, I would
definitely pick the podcast”
“And it's really just like anything like you
can find. That maybe you don't want to
read about.”

By acknowledging a developing pattern code that was counter to my research goal, I
strengthened my research, and increased the accuracy of my findings (Mertler, 2020).
However, the process of pattern coding also helped me reduce my In Vivo codes into
more manageable, organized, categories of information that aligned to my research
questions. Miles et al. (2020), suggested the utilization of a pattern code display to
promote reflection and analysis. Table 8 and Table 9 depict pattern code matrices that I
used to enhance my analysis and description of the collected data. I developed seven
pattern codes for research question #1, and five pattern codes for research question #2.
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Table 8
Matrix of Pattern Codes for Research Question #1
Pattern Code

Audio Elements

In Vivo Codes

“I really liked how NPR did it where like
it was an interview and then also using
clips from previous like media or like
what people have said before putting it all
together.”
“I like when they used media like a 911
call.”
“I like when they combine media and add
different clips. There was one when the
police were asking questions and getting
answers.”
“The one that was most interesting and
most infuriating to listen to was the one
with the playwright because he had like
the interviews.”
“I also liked how the past few had
interviews that were taken at the police
station.”
“I like the podcast with the really nice
voice. I liked her.”
“I like the podcasts with the interview and
like that one had like the 911 phone call
where it was going back and forth.”
“I like when they have clips and stuff like
that.”
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“they make me feel as though I am a part
of the conversation”

Conversational Connections

“It's almost like we’re having a
conversation, where they’ll make like a
funny joke and I’ll just laugh.”
“because we’re in a pandemic, I think it’s
kind of like socializing in a way.”
“I feel like with the podcast, it kind of
makes it a little bit more conversational,
but like still dealing with like the serious
topics.”

“The questions helped a lot because I feel
like it’s even the same when we would
watch, like, the videos in history and have
the guided questions because then you’re
listening for those things. So it helps me
to focus a lot more knowing that those
things are going to happen as they’re
talking.”

Guided Listening

“I like listening to them (podcasts) in
class together only when we have guided
questions because I feel like when we
don’t, I’m sitting here like, OK, what do I
do?”
“Using the guiding questions and having
us be able to like know what we were
going to do beforehand.”
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“I feel like podcasts have been around for
a long time, and I feel like they kind of
resurged in popularity now that people
were home with the pandemic and had
nothing else to do. So it definitely is
interesting to have a new platform to get
information.”

Informational Audio

“I'm like in a group chat with, like, a lot
of, like, my grade and like, they would
bring something up about like something
happening on the news. And I was like,
actually we just listened to a podcast
about that.”
“I think it's a good tool because it allows
the student to have outside sources, not
like articles, but other things that they
could learn how to analyze and learn
from. I think they'll play like an
educational type of role, like, for example,
I'm graduating soon and although I'm
going to college, like they help people
stay educated and stay in the loop. So for
me, I think it would help me stay up to
date on news and other things that are
going on in the world.”
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“I think it’s very interesting because I
guess you can kind of hear the
perspectives from different people and
getting firsthand experience vocally in
that way.”

Insight Through Audio

“You hear someone actually speaking
from experience, there’s so much more
that they can put into that time and give us
more of an insight on their views.”
“The information just makes you think of
other ways, like different views and
everything.”
“So then when reading a text, you kind of
get the surface of that, but once you hear
someone actually speaking from
experience, there’s so much more that
they can put into that time and give us
more of an insight into their views.”
“I feel like podcasts are more raw because
you can hear their emotions, when in
articles you have to interpret it your own
way.”
“Listening to the podcast makes it so
much better than like reading something
because you’re actually hearing people’s
accounts and you can hear the inflections
in their voice so you can hear what they’re
actually trying to say and what they
mean.”
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“It definitely is interesting to have a new
platform to get information. We’ve
listened to perspectives that you normally
don’t hear in like mainstream media.”

Missing Media

“Most of the media is just like towards the
majority- white people, men… and this
just makes me think about like other
views that aren’t being projected on the
media and like the news.”
“We are getting stories the media would
omit. Like we’re getting details that the
media would purposely leave out.”
“These are stories that you are not going
to hear in a headline. We didn’t hear about
this happening. I had no idea.”
Surprise Enjoyment

“I didn’t realize that I could actually enjoy
them”
“Before I would just think like ugh
boring, like, podcasts are like for old
people. But, like, I didn't realize that I
could actually enjoy them.”
“I was skeptical at first because I have a
really hard time focusing, especially when
I'm listening to something and I can't see
it. But using the guiding questions and
having us be able to like, know what we
were going to do beforehand. It made me
more interested in them”
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Table 9
Matrix of Pattern Codes for Research Question #2
Pattern Code

In Vivo Codes
“Choosing the podcasts made me feel like
I finally had some say in what my
education would look like.”

Choice Matters

“Being able to choose them, I think we
were all much more interested because
we knew what we were picking, because
we had seen it was almost like seeing a
title of a book, reading the description and
being like, oh, I want to read this. We read
the description, saw the title like, oh, I
want to know what happened. It was
really helpful to be able to have a choice
in what we did because most teachers are
like, OK, here.”
“I had a choice in picking the topics that I
was interested in learning about, which
allowed met focus on the content of the
podcast episode much better
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“it's allowed me to take a step back when
I hear, like, everything even on the news
or anything and determine who's telling
me it and if it is reliable, what they're
telling me and what research they did to
come to those facts.

Critical Consumers

“I've been able to see things more
critically and just like watching the news
or something like that. Now I can point
out biases and stuff like that and see how
it advantages one person, but it doesn't for
the other.”
“I don’t like automatically believe
everything I see on Instagram now, when
people post stuff, I kind of like look more
into it and research it a bit before I
automatically believe stuff.”
“Now you're just seeing things through a
critical lens and not just accepting any
information that any person gives you.”
“I feel like if you don’t analyze things the
way that we’ve been doing the podcasts,
you’re going to almost get like media
brainwashed by what you’re not
understanding. I think it’s important to
analyze every source of media the way
that we analyze the podcasts, especially
the specific questions you asked.
“It made the class curriculum more open
to discussions.”

Driving Discussions

“Picking these topics helped me feel
include in discussion and making the class
discussion productive”
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“It kind of gives you a different view
because like even if you can’t relate to
something, it will include like other
people who can, and then you understand
it more.”

Multiple Perspectives

“I think it’s very interesting because I
guess you can kind of hear the
perspectives from different people and
getting firsthand experience vocally in
that way.”
“You hear someone actually speaking
from experience, there’s so much more
that they can put into that time and give us
more of an insight on their views.”
“It also depends on the person, the
experiences they have, and the
experiences that I don’t have. I kind of get
to understand that, but also from where
the person came from.”
“I’m a Hispanic female, and like a
teenager, so I think it’s really good to
know perspectives. And instead of just
having, like, just one point of view.”
“The information just makes you think of
other ways, like different views and
everything.”
“Like me being White, obviously I can’t
relate to a lot of the struggles that these
people in podcasts are facing, but it gives
them a platform to teach about their
oppression. And I can acknowledge my
white privilege to help the situation. And
it kind of teaches me that.”
“Very fun and easy way to take in
information and different views and
perspectives.”
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“Using podcasts in an academic setting
helped me gain more perspective about
different topics. It was able to humanize
situations that are usually glossed over in
articles.”
“Easy way to learn information and give
me a different perspective on things.
By providing different viewpoints with
the podcasts, it helped me to analyze it
and understand it to a greater depth.”
“I became more aware and open to other
perspectives.”
“It really makes you think about like other
people who aren’t yourself.”
“Like, it gave me a different perspective.
It was great to kinda delve into more
personal stories.”
“I also liked how the past few podcasts
had interviews that were taken at the
police station. You’re getting all of the
perspectives in there.”
“It kind of grabs the attention of students
more because people are telling about
their experiences.”
“With the podcast, you see different
people’s point of view where like
obviously like I don’t have those points of
view.”
“It was interesting to see, like, what other
people go through and how they feel
about certain things.”
“I’ve always seen it from like a cop’s
point of view. That’s all I’ve grown up
with, like seeing things from that point of
view. And like lately, like with the
podcasts and everything going on in the
news, I get to see it from other people’s
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point of view and like understand
everything more.”
“It helps with being able to see like or just
think about other people because I can
only take it for what I think it is.”
“I think oftentimes teachers use the same
slides every year and they don’t form that
connection with students or make them
feel important. Having a choice in my
education allowed me to feel like my
teacher cared about every student.”

Students Feel Seen

“Having a say in my learning made me
feel included and represented.”

Interpretation
The final step of my data analysis was to interpret the data within the pattern
codes and develop, report, and describe the most important themes of my data analysis
(Thomas, 2006). From the seven pattern codes from Research Question #1, I developed
three themes, and from the five pattern codes for Research Question #2, I developed three
themes. These themes are described and detailed in Chapter 4. See Appendix S for a
synthesis of pattern codes into themes and findings.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
Overview
The present study employed a qualitative action research approach to investigate
students’ perceptions of podcasts as a media text and students’ experiences when using
podcasts when analyzed from a critical media literacy lens. As the “primary data
collection instrument” (Mills, 2018, p.142) I was able to work directly with the
participants, facilitating learning while collecting valuable research data. Due to the
recursive nature of action research, I gained ongoing information through each cycle of
data collection, allowing me to adjust my actions in real-time, based on my direct
experience with the participants (Mertler, 2013). Through this action research design, two
research questions guided my data collection and analysis:
1) How do students perceive the use of podcasts in the classroom compared
to other media texts?
a) Do students feel the podcasts are enjoyable?
b) Do students feel the podcasts are helpful in supplementing course
material?
2) How do students respond to podcasts when analyzed through a critical
media literacy framework?
To answer these questions, this inquiry was conducted with a section of my Intro
to Social Justice course. A total of eight students participated in the study over a ten-week
period. Due to the protocols set in place because of the Covid-19 pandemic, all
instruction took place online using the Zoom software platform. Using qualitative
fieldwork strategies by Mills (2018), I engaged in experiencing, enquiring, and
examining to gather information from the participants. This chapter will provide an
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overview of the data collection process, data analysis strategies, and most significantly
the findings of my research, which are communicated through overarching themes related
to my data collection.
Analysis of Qualitative Data
This qualitative action-research study implemented multiple measures of data
collection to create a more holistic picture of students’ experiences and perceptions
throughout the inquiry (Mertler, 2020). I engaged in polyangulation of the multiple data
sources to account for bias, cross-check accuracy, and establish accurate research
findings (Mertler, 2020; Mills, 2018), but first looked at the data from each data source
individually to develop a clear understanding of my findings. With each data source, I
organized, cleaned and transcribed the data when necessary. Students completed the pre
study and post study questionnaires and critical media literacy forms electronically via
Google forms, so no transcription was required. Due to the amount of data collected, I
created a data collection matrix (Mertler, 2020) to help identify which data source was
answering which research question (See Table 10).
Table 10
Polyangulation Data Collection Matrix

Research Questions

Data Source
1

RQ1: How do students
perceive the use of podcasts
in the classroom compared to
other media texts?
a. Do students feel the
podcasts are
enjoyable?

2

Field
PreNotes/Anal Questionnai
ytic Memos re Survey
PostQuestionnai
re Survey
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3

4

Semistructured
interviews

Podcast
Guided
Questions

b. Do students feel the
podcasts are helpful in
supplementing course
material?
RQ2: How do students
respond to podcasts when
analyzed through a critical
media literacy framework?

Field
PreNotes/Anal Questionnai
ytic Memos re Survey

Semistructured
interviews

Critical
Media
Literacy
Form

PostQuestionnai
re Survey

Pre-Study Questionnaire Data
For this study, I administered a pre-study questionnaire to establish starting points
for students’ perceptions and experiences before using podcasts as a classroom tool and
analyzing podcasts through a critical media framework. The pre-study questionnaire
consisted of yes/no questions, Likert-type questions, and open-ended questions.
Yes/No Questions. The survey contained three yes or no questions asking
students to answer questions about their knowledge of podcasts, listening habits
regarding podcasts, and podcast use in other courses. While this data has been reduced to
numbers, it is important to note that the collection of quantitative data within the confines
of my qualitative study does not change the research design (Mills, 2018), rather provides
further descriptive details. The second yes/no question is of particular interest; 75% of the
class indicated that they listened to podcasts on their own. This finding aligns with the
research of Peoples and Tilley (2011) that podcasts are becoming a more mainstream
media thus strengthening my assertion that students need to approach podcasts from a
critical stance to understand the ways they are being informed by media culture (Garcia et
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al., 2013; Kellner & Share, 2005). Figure 10 displays the responses for each of the three
statements.
Figure 10
Pre-study Questionnaire Yes/No Question Responses

Likert- Scale Questions. Participants also responded to thirteen close-ended
Likert scale questions. As noted previously, the quantification of yes/no questions and
Likert-type data is to provide further understanding of the participants’ experiences and
perceptions. Table 11 depicts the frequency distribution of the Likert-type responses. The
goal of these questions was to ask students to establish a starting point of the multiple
ways they engage with elements of critical media literacy.
Table 11
Pre-Study Questionnaire Likert-type Results Frequency Distribution

Pre-Study Questionnaire Likert-type Results
Frequency Distribution
(n=8)
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Likert- Scale Prompt

Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Neither
Agree Nor
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1. I use online
platforms to
access news and
information.

6 (75%)

2 (25%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

2.

0 (0%)

4 (50%)

2 (25%)

1 (12.5%)

1 (12.5%)

3. I prefer to use
media and
technologybased texts in
the classroom.

1 (12.5%)

3 (37.5%)

2 (25%)

2 (25%)

0 (0%)

4. I prefer to use a
mix of
traditional paper
texts and media
texts.

5 (62.5%)

1 (12.5%)

0 (0%)

1 (12.5%)

1 (12.5%)

2 (25%)

4 (50%)

2 (25%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (12.5%)

4 (50%)

2 (25%)

0 (0%)

3 (37.5%)

1 (12.5%)

3 (37.5%)

0 (0%)

1 (12.5%)

4 (50%)

2 (25%)

2 (25%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

I prefer to use
traditional paper
texts in the
classroom.

5.

I enjoy
listening to
podcasts.

6.

I believe that all 1 (12.5%)
voices are heard
in the media.

7. I have felt
manipulated by
the media.
8. The media
promotes
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dominant views
and ideologies
9. I obtain most of
my news and
information
from the media
and technologybased texts

2 (25%)

10. My personal
3 (37.5%)
experiences
shape how I
understand
media messages.

5 (62.5%)

0 (0%)

1 (12.5%)

0 (0%)

4 (50%)

1 (12.5%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

11. I feel included
in classroom
decision
making.

5 (62.5%)

3 (37.5%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

12. I feel that I
work with my
teachers as
partners in my
learning.

3 (37.5%)

1 (12.5%)

2 (25%)

2 (25%)

0 (0%)

2 (25%)

3 (37.5%)

2 (25%)

1 (12.5%)

0 (0%)

13. I would like
more student
choice in the
classroom.

Open-ended questions. The pre- study questionnaire contained two open-ended
questions. The first question asked students “Where do you look for news and other
information?”. The intent behind this question was to understand the role media texts
play when my students seek out news or other information and establish a need for
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critical media literacy practices (Alvermann & Hagood, 2000; Buckingham, 2007;
Coffey, 2008; Gainer, 2010; Kellner & Share, 2007b; McLeod & Vasinda, 2008).
The second question asked students “How would you describe the classroom settings in
which you felt you were included the most?”. The purpose of this question was to
highlight how the students’ have experienced a particular element of critical literacy
classrooms which is that students are partners in learning and not just receivers of
information, but rather a socially situated classroom practice (Luke, 2000). These
questions were analyzed using In Vivo coding and pattern coding.
Post-Study Questionnaire Data
At the end of the study, I administered a post-study questionnaire that would
provide insight into students’ perceptions and experiences after using podcasts as a
classroom tool and analyzing podcasts through a critical media framework.
Yes/No Questions. The survey contained two yes/no questions. The first question
was repetitive and was also present on the initial pre-study questionnaire and asked
students if they listened to podcasts on their own. The results aligned with the initial prestudy questionnaire. The second question asked students “If you answered no to number
1, do you listen to podcasts now? (Outside of this class) If you answered YES to number
1, simply write n/a.” Of the two students who indicated that they did not listen to
podcasts on their own, one student indicated that now, after the study, they listen to
podcasts on their own.
Likert- type Questions. Participants also responded to thirteen close-ended
Likert-type questions. The goal of these questions was to understand how students
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experienced podcasts as a media text when framed in critical media literacy practices.
Table 12 depicts the frequency distribution of the Likert-type responses.
Table 12
Post-Study Questionnaire Likert-type Results Frequency Distribution

Post-Study Questionnaire Likert-type Results
Frequency Distribution
(n=8)
Likert- Scale Prompt

Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Neither
Agree Nor
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

3 (37.5%)

3 (37.5%)

2 (25%)

2. I prefer to use
media and
technologybased texts in
the classroom.

4 (50%)

3 (37.5%)

1 (12.5%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

3. I prefer to use a
mix of
traditional paper
texts and media
texts.

4 (50%)

2 (25%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

2 (25%)

4. I enjoyed using
podcasts as a
classroom
media text and
source of
information.

7 (87.5%)

1 (12.5%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

5.

7 (87.5%)

1 (12.5%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1.

I prefer to use
traditional paper
texts in the
classroom.

I think podcasts
are a helpful
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way of gaining
knowledge.
6. I will continue
to listen to
podcasts to gain
knowledge.

6 (75%)

1 (12.5%)

1 (12.5%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

7. I would like to
continue to use
podcasts in the
classroom.

6 (75%)

2 (25%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

8. Podcasts
provide me with
multiple
perspectives.

7 (87.5%)

1 (12.5%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

9. Podcasts
represent
marginalized
voices

7 (87.5%)

1 (12.5%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

10. Podcasts
promote
dominant
ideologies. .

0 (0%)

1 (12.5%)

5 (62.5%)

1 (12.5%)

1 (12.5%)

11. Podcasts inspire
me to make a
change and take
action.

4 (50%)

2 (25%)

2 (25%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

12. I enjoyed
collaborating
with my peers
and teacher
when selecting
podcasts for
classroom use.

6 (75%)

1 (12.5%)

1 (12.5%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)
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13. I felt like a
partner in
learning with
my teacher
when selecting
podcasts.

6 (75%)

2 (25%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

Open-ended questions. The post-questionnaire survey contained three openended questions. The first question asked students “How would you describe your
classroom experience using podcasts as an instructional tool?”. The intent behind this
question was to further my understanding of how students’ perceived podcasts. The
second question asked students “Did selecting podcasts make you feel included and
represented in the classroom curriculum? Explain your response”. The final question
asked students to reflect upon the critical media literacy framework, “Did engaging in
critical media literacy practices with podcasts changed how you viewed the content?”
The open-ended questions were coded using In Vivo coding methods and second cycle
pattern coding.
Findings from Analysis of Qualitative Data
The findings in this chapter are organized into themes for each research question.
The themes for the first research question are:
● podcasts are an engaging instructional tool
● podcasts increase student exposure to multiple perspectives
● podcasts are accepted as an information source
The themes for the second research question are:
● student voices are elevated
● students question the role of texts
● students show signs of critical consumption.
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Within each theme, there are multiple subcategories that further expand on and support
the identification and inclusion of the recognized themes. The themes presented are an
outcome of first and second cycle coding, categorization, and analytic reflection
(Saldaña, 2016). Due to the large number of data sources used to generate findings, the
sources will be identified using the abbreviations found in Table 13.
Table 13
Data Source Abbreviations

Data Source

Abbreviation

Midpoint Interview

MPI

Guiding Questions

GQ

Critical Media Literacy Form
Post Interview

CML
PI

Pre-study Questionnaire

PSQI

Post-study Questionnaire

PSQII

Class Recording

CR

Research Question 1
Podcasts are an engaging instructional tool. After reviewing first-cycle In Vivo
codes and utilizing second cycle pattern coding, podcasts as an engaging instructional
tool became a prominent theme. This study is not suggesting that podcasts should replace
traditional texts within the classroom; however, when podcasts are used to supplement
traditional course texts, they serve as a media text that students find engaging. One
student explained her experience with traditional texts as compared to podcasts as
follows.
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(Callie) I found the podcasts to be much more engaging than traditional texts.
While I would often begin to zone out while reading long articles, I have found
that I am much more likely to pay attention while listening to podcasts.
Neva explained that podcasts were engaging because of their novelty, especially when
compared to other classroom sources of information.
It was like a new door to like new experiences; I’m just so used to looking
through different articles or textbooks and I think it kind of gets boring after that.
When I started using the podcast, I could get like a first point of view. Like
today’s lesson where we can feel like the whole process. I think it kind of
humanizes the situation a bit more than just staring at words on paper.
Podcast use was also compared to storytelling.
(Larisa) I thought using them was really helpful with like being able to like
instead of reading something because reading stuff could be sometimes like
mundane, and then just listening to someone speak, it’s like kind of like
storytelling. But then since we’re dealing with like very serious topics, it’s very
interesting. And like, I’m captivated more.
When reviewing the data related to podcasts as an engaging instructional tool, I
identified two subcategories relating to why students found the podcasts engaging. These
subcategories include the use of guided questions and the conversational nature of
podcasts.
Use guiding questions. In the initial study design, I did not plan to use guided
questions for the podcast episodes. I concluded that because the students would complete
the CML form after each podcast, that alone would serve as an instructional support for
understanding and analyzing the podcast content. However, after the first two podcast
episodes, I realized that while the CML form had students focus on elements of critical
media literacy elements it lacked questions specific to the selected podcasts. I wanted the
students to examine podcast episodes through the structure of guiding questions without
being too prescriptive. Consequently, the podcast guiding questions I created were often
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open-ended questions that would help students focus on key details, while also providing
students a space to reflect on what they learned. Multiple students mentioned the guiding
questions as helpful in regard to their focus as they adapted to consuming information
through an audio-based medium. One student compared the use of podcast guiding
questions to how guiding questions are traditionally used with other instructional
materials.
(Rachel) The questions helped a lot because I feel like it’s even the same when we
would watch, like, the videos in history and have the guided questions because
then you’re listening for those things. So, it helps me to focus a lot more knowing
that those things are going to happen as they’re talking.
In the post-study questionnaire, the Rachel also wrote that guided questions helped keep
her on track and become more invested in the information being shared.
Guided podcast questions also gave students a sense of purpose while listening. Julie
explained, “I like listening to them [podcasts] in class together only when we have guided
questions because I feel like when we don’t, I’m sitting here like, OK, what do I do?”
Rosa echoed this sentiment stating, “Using the guiding questions and having us be able to
like know what we were going to do beforehand.”
Podcasts present as conversational. Podcasts were perceived as an engaging
instructional tool because the podcast episodes added a conversational element to
students’ understanding of the different topics. Students were engaged in the podcast
content because the conversations that took place made students feel connected to the
material. Larisa explained, “they make me feel as though I am a part of the conversation”,
and Neva added, “it’s almost like we’re having a conversation, where they’ll make like a
funny joke, and I’ll just laugh”. Neva went on to describe podcasts as, “talking to a
friend” and explained “because we’re in a pandemic, I think it’s kind of like socializing
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in a way.” Julie explained that because the podcasts felt like a conversation with friends,
“you’re going to want to listen to what they're going to have to say.” This inclusive,
conversational element of podcasts drew students in to further connect to the information.
Additionally, students considered the conversational nature helpful when discussing the
more sensitive topics.
(Neva) I feel like with the podcast, it kind of makes it a little bit more
conversational, but like still dealing with like the serious topics. Because I
remember, like the last one that we were listening to, the interviewer, she asked,
like, what’s his favorite video game? So then they went off on like what he was
like playing and like since she hasn’t like played a game in like forever, so I
thought it was like nice.
The conversation surrounding video games took place between the podcast host and a
victim of excessive police force. Students observed the conversational nature of podcasts
as an empathetic framework to discuss sensitive topics and perceived the conversational
nature of podcasts as one of the reasons they found them so engaging.
Podcasts provide increased exposure to multiple perspectives. In identifying
this second theme, I once again used first-cycle In Vivo coding and second cycle pattern
coding to further my understanding of students’ perceptions of podcasts as an
instructional tool when compared to other media texts. Students perceived podcasts as a
way to access multiple perspectives, a characteristic that they noted was missing from
other media texts. At the midpoint interview seven out of the eight participants mentioned
the role of podcasts in showing them different perspectives; this emphasis on podcasts
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presenting as a conduit for sharing multiple perspectives in the classroom continued to
show up across data sources (see Table 14).
Table 14
Multiple Perspectives from Podcasts In Vivo Codes

Multiple Perspectives from Podcasts In Vivo Codes
Pattern Code:
Multiple Perspectives

In Vivo code

Data Source

It kind of gives you a
different view because like
even if you can’t relate to
something, it will include
like other people who can,
and then you understand it
more.

(MPI)

I think it’s very interesting
because I guess you can
kind of hear the
perspectives from different
people and getting
firsthand experience
vocally in that way.

(MPI)

You hear someone actually
speaking from experience,
there’s so much more that
they can put into that time
and give us more of an
insight on their views.

(MPI)

It also depends on the
person, the experiences
they have, and the
experiences that I don’t
have. I kind of get to
understand that, but also
from where the person
came from.

(MPI)

I’m a Hispanic female, and
like a teenager, so I think

(MPI)
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it’s really good to know
perspectives. And instead
of just having, like, just one
point of view.
The information just makes
you think of other ways,
like different views and
everything.

(MPI)

Like me being White,
obviously I can’t relate to a
lot of the struggles that
these people in podcasts are
facing, but it gives them a
platform to teach about
their oppression. And I can
acknowledge my white
privilege to help the
situation. And it kind of
teaches me that.

(MPI)

Very fun and easy way to
take in information and
different views and
perspectives.

(PSQII)

Using podcasts in an
academic setting helped me
gain more perspective
about different topics. It
was able to humanize
situations that are usually
glossed over in articles.

(PSQII)

Easy way to learn
information and give me a
different perspective on
things.

(PSQII)

By providing different
viewpoints with the
podcasts, it helped me to
analyze it and understand it
to a greater depth.

(PSQII)

I became more aware and
open to other perspectives.

(PSQII)
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It really makes you think
about like other people who
aren’t yourself.

(PI)

Like, it gave me a different
perspective.

(PI)

It was great to kinda delve
into more personal stories.

(PI)

I also liked how the past
few podcasts had
interviews that were taken
at the police station. You’re
getting all of the
perspectives in there.

(PI)

It kind of grabs the
attention of students more
because people are telling
about their experiences.

(PI)

With the podcast, you see
different people’s point of
view where like obviously
like I don’t have those
points of view.

(PI)

It was interesting to see,
like, what other people go
through and how they feel
about certain things.

(PI)

I’ve always seen it from
like a cop’s point of view.
That’s all I’ve grown up
with, like seeing things
from that point of view.
And like lately, like with
the podcasts and everything
going on in the news, I get
to see it from other
people’s point of view and
like understand everything
more.

(PI)

It helps with being able to
see like or just think about

(PI)
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other people because I can
only take it for what I think
it is.

During my analysis, I noted that students continually mentioned the role that
listening to audio played in enhancing their understanding of multiple perspectives.
Therefore, I created the subcategory of humanization through audio (detailed below), to
emphasize the role of podcast audio within the second theme.
Humanization through audio. Neva wrote (PSQII) “Using podcasts in an
academic setting helped me gain more perspective about different topics. It was able to
humanize situations that are usually glossed over in articles.” Additionally, the student
emphasized the role of audio in enhancing and elevating her understanding of multiple
perspectives. Multiple students emphasized the power in hearing words directly from the
mouths of the individuals sharing their stories.
(Neva) So then when reading a text, you kind of get the surface of that, but once
you hear someone actually speaking from experience, there’s so much more that
they can put into that time and give us more of an insight into their views.
Rosa explained that she enjoyed the varying perspectives presented in podcast episodes,
particularly the episodes containing audio footage from the subjects, because it was
“better to hear people’s stories from them.” During Callie’s mid-point interview, she
stated, “I feel like podcasts are more raw because you can hear their emotions, when in
articles you have to interpret it your own way.” This is an important distinction to make
because while other texts can certainly provide students with written accounts of different
perspectives, for some students the ability to hear the voice that was connected to a
specific perspective heightened their ability to gain insight into views other than their
own. The humanizing nature of audio in podcasts also assisted students in making
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meaning based on the perceived emotions and inflections they deduced through
participants voices.
(Larisa) Listening to the podcast makes it so much better than like reading
something because you’re actually hearing people’s accounts and you can hear
the inflections in their voice so you can hear what they’re actually trying to say
and what they mean.
This finding is reflective of research that listeners are more involved and engaged when
the podcasts include dialogue (Rodero, 2012), but the discovery also highlights that
dialogue helped students relate to individual stories.
Podcasts are accepted as an information source. Following the completion of this
study, students perceived podcasts to be a new way to access information and were
recognized as a worthwhile method in supplementing course content. In the pre-study
questionnaire students reported several platforms they used to seek news and other
information (See Figure 11). Students were allowed to provide multiple responses to the
question, and 63% of the students indicated that they looked for news and other
information via the Instagram platform.
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Figure 11
Pre-Study Questionnaire- Question #1 Results

Throughout the study, students began to make connections between podcasts and
other news sources. Using first-cycle In Vivo coding and second-cycle pattern coding, I
identified the pattern code “informational audio”, and then developed the overarching
third theme of podcasts as an information source.
One student provided her own theory as to why she now believed podcasts were a
new way for her to access information.
(Neva) I feel like podcasts have been around for a long time, and I feel like they
kind of resurged in popularity now that people were home with the pandemic and
had nothing else to do. So, it definitely is interesting to have a new platform to get
information.
Yet another student shared that until using podcasts in class she did not realize their
potential as an information source, (Larisa) “I really separated the two, podcasts, and the
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news.” However, as the study progressed, students began to understand information they
accessed through podcasts as valid and relevant.
(Callie) I'm like in a group chat with, like, a lot of, like, my grade and like, they
would bring something up about like something happening on the news. And I
was like, actually we just listened to a podcast about that.
Other students expressed pleasure regarding the lack of cost and ease of accessing
podcasts. For example, Rachel noted, “I prefer Apple podcast because it’s specifically for
podcasts and it’s just a lot less cluttered. It’s amazing that it’s free and you can look up
any topic and there’s just like a slew of podcasts there.” Another student utilized a
different platform to listen to podcasts but expressed a similar sentiment in addressing the
ease of accessing content:
(Larisa) I use Spotify for my music and my podcasts. I like how they're both in
the same section where I can easily access them, and I can either pick if I wanted
to listen to music or a podcast.
Students were also impressed with their ability to access podcast content from virtually
anywhere: (Neva) “I think I will continue to listen to them just because I think it's easier
to access in some ways than like articles.”
In identifying podcasts as an information source, Callie and Larisa focused on the
number and variety of podcasts available. (Callie) “I feel like there's just like so many to
choose from and then there's like mental health podcasts that you can listen to. And it's
really just like anything like you can find.” Larisa attributed her commitment to podcasts
as an information source by stating, “I think I'll be a long-time listener. There's so many
things that I can learn and listen to.” Podcasts were accepted as an information source
because students observed the number of topics and genres available through podcast
platforms.
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As a class, the students accepted podcasts as a valuable information source that
could serve an educational role beyond the high school classroom:
(Kathleen) I think it's a good tool because it allows the student to have outside
sources, not like articles, but other things that they could learn how to analyze and
learn from. I think they'll play like an educational type of role, like, for example,
I'm graduating soon and although I'm going to college, like they help people stay
educated and stay in the loop. So, for me, I think it would help me stay up to date
on news and other things that are going on in the world.

When reviewing the data for this theme, I noted that many student responses
focused on the role of podcasts in allowing them to access information that they
perceived as different than what they would encounter in other media texts. To the
students, podcasts began to represent information sources that were devoid of a
“mainstream media'' narrative. The subcategory (detailed below) details the ways in
which students reported podcasts provided them with counter-hegemonic narratives.
Podcasts Provide Counter-Hegemonic Narratives. Student perception of
podcasts as a counter-hegemonic narrative source of information became apparent as
students engaged with podcasts that presented information different from what they
typically encountered in news articles and other mainstream sources of information.
(Rachel) “It definitely is interesting to have a new platform to get information. We’ve
listened to perspectives that you normally don’t hear in like mainstream media.” Students
viewed podcasts as a medium in which minorities and other marginalized groups could
have a chance to be heard. Many of their comments related to the role of white
individuals in shaping the news. (Larisa) “It’s still like a majority of white people in the
news. But I feel like the podcasts do a better job at like giving minorities a platform and a
chance to tell their stories than the news has.” Callie questioned the role of white
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individuals in deciding whose stories are shared: “Most of the media is just like towards
the majority- white people, men… and this just makes me think about like other views
that aren’t being projected on the media and like the news.” Additionally, students began
to reflect on how the dominant narratives typically dictate what groups normally would
receive attention in the mainstream media.
(Neva) As my band teacher would say, most things are created by old white men,
and are written by old white men, and you don’t get that diversity and don’t get
that representation. I think with the different hosts, they all come from different
backgrounds, and they all kind of have the same goal to inform people of different
cultures or things that happened regardless of an individual's race, economic
status, or your gender, or your sexual orientation.
Other students focused on not just the groups that were typically excluded from
the mainstream media, but how the podcasts represented missing stories and viewpoints
as well. After listening to multiple podcast episodes regarding major events in which the
students felt lacked mainstream coverage, students reflected. (Rachel) “We are getting
stories the media would omit. Like we’re getting details that the media would purposely
leave out.” After listening to a podcast detailing the decades-long abuse of women at the
hands of a prominent playwright, one student reacted in disbelief explaining, (Julie)
“These are stories that you are not going to hear in a headline. We didn’t hear about this
happening. I had no idea.” Further, a student explained that the podcasts helped identify
gaps in their understanding of the past, citing podcasts topics that opened their eyes to
information that is (Neva) “usually ignored in history textbooks”. Students accepted
podcasts not just as an information source but also identified podcasts as a way to counter
dominant discourses presented in mainstream sources.
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Research Question 2
Students' voices are elevated. While the focus of this study was specifically
focused on the use of a specific critical media literacy framework (Garcia et al., 2013;
Hammer, 2009; Kellner & Share, 2007c; Kellner & Share, 2019; Share et al., 2019), the
classroom and the study itself were rooted in critical literacy practices. An important
element of critical literacy focuses on the participatory relationship between the teacher
and the student. Advocates of critical literacy assert that teachers must work with students
as partners and move away from teacher-dominated environments (Behrman, 2006;
Creighton, 1997; Freire, 1970; Herbeck et al., 2008). Through first-cycle In Vivo coding
and second-cycle pattern coding, I identified the positive impact of student choice in
selecting podcasts. As a result of this student-centered role, student voices were elevated.
In this study, students continually expressed the importance and inclusion of their voice
in the classroom curriculum and felt that in the context of this study their contributions
were valued.
Luis expressed that selecting the podcast episodes was important to him because it
showed that the teacher was not trying to force a certain type of view on the students.
While there was a level of teacher oversight in the podcast selections, the ability for
students to choose even from a list clearly was a valuable practice. A student explained,
(Rosa) “Choosing the podcasts made me feel like I finally had some say in what my
education would look like.” Furthermore, by providing students an opportunity to select
podcasts, student interests were validated, and the podcast topics were of personal
relevance to them.
(Rachel) Being able to choose them, I think we were all much more interested
because we knew what we were picking, because we had seen it was almost like
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seeing a title of a book, reading the description and being like, oh, I want to read
this. We read the description, saw the title like, oh, I want to know what
happened. It was really helpful to be able to have a choice in what we did because
most teachers are like, OK, here.
Students felt that because of their ability to select instructional materials, and
consequently have a voice, the classroom became more open to discussions and the
podcast selections were more individualized to their personal interests.
Open to classroom discussions. Study participants explained that they valued
classroom settings in which teachers engaged in open discussions with the students and
that when student voices were elevated this could occur. Neva explained that by selecting
podcasts made “the class curriculum more open to discussions.” Additionally, because
student podcast selection played a major role in promoting student choice, students
reflected that picking topics they were interested in not only encouraged students to
engage in classroom discussions but made (Larissa) “the class discussion productive.”
Students felt valued as individuals. Study participants indicated that by
selecting podcasts for each unit of study they felt that their individual interests were
acknowledged because they were able to engage with material that they deemed
interesting.
(Kathleen) I think oftentimes teachers use the same slides every year and they
don’t form that connection with students or make them feel important. Having a
choice in my education allowed me to feel like my teacher cared about every
student.
In the post-study questionnaire, seven of the eight students mentioned the importance of
working with materials that were of high interest to them, and five of the eight students
indicated that in doing so they felt valued, represented, and included in the classroom
curriculum.
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Students question the role of texts. After each podcast, students completed a set
of six questions, thus engaging in different elements of critical media literacy. The final
question on the Critical Media Literacy form asked, “Whom does this text advantage or
disadvantage? Media texts are a terrain of struggle that perpetuates or challenges positive
and/or negative ideas about people, groups, and issues; it's never neutral” (Kellner &
Share, 2019). In reviewing the data, it is evident that this question had the greatest impact
on how students perceived podcasts when analyzed through a critical media literacy
framework. Through my analysis of student responses, the use of specific language and
terms indicated that the students were beginning to recognize the role that podcasts could
play in perpetuating, combating, and exposing dominant ideologies, stereotypes, sexism,
racism, and acts of oppression. Neva reflected:
This text advantages protesters and minorities who have fought against
inequalities. It puts leaders to a disadvantage as these are held to high standards in
order to be considered for having leadership qualities. It also points out that their
political agenda can be mistook for compassion when in reality it is used to make
themselves more appealing to the public eye.
By analyzing and discussing podcasts through this critical media literacy lens, students
began to see the influence of media texts in supporting and rejecting particular narratives.
As students continued to engage with the critical media literacy framework they became
more confident in their abilities to question the role of texts.
After coding and analyzing the CML form responses, there were three podcasts in
which the student responses strongly centered on how a text is never neutral and can
advantage and disadvantage different groups and issues. The subcategories that follow
depict three circumstances in which student responses to three different podcasts
indicated the depth in which the critical media literacy lens allowed them to truly
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understand how individuals and groups of people can be advantaged and disadvantaged
through media texts.
Podcast #3: Generation Why: Josephine County 911. The third podcast was a
part of the sexism unit, and in adhering to the two podcasts per topic requirement, the
students selected one podcast about victim-blaming and a selected a second podcast about
the #MeToo movement. The podcast episode about victim-blaming, titled “Josephine
County 911”, was from the podcast series Generation Why. This episode detailed a very
horrific situation in which a woman called 911 and was not only unable to access police
protection but was also blamed for the precarious situation in which she found herself.
Students listened to the podcast episode during class time and as I played the audio and
watched the students' reactions, I could tell that they were very frustrated with what they
were hearing. The Zoom chat from a class recording (See Figure 12) provided further
insight into how three students were feeling as they listened to this episode.

Figure 12
Generation Why: Josephine County 911 Episode Zoom Chat

09:04:09
09:05:23
09:06:02
09:06:10
09:11:41
09:11:51
09:12:07
09:15:44
09:15:53
09:16:22
09:16:32
09:21:21

From Rosa : wtffff
From Rachel : I'm shaking i'm so angry
From Kathleen : Please tell me they all got fired
From Rachel : ^^^^
From Rosa : she also kept asking if he lived there before as if he was
allowed to go inside...
From Rachel : oh great
From Rachel : im gonna get even angrier
From Rosa : uh why are they giggling....
From Rachel : im sorry she laughed?
From Rachel : you would think women would care
From Rosa : ^^
From Rachel : WHY ARE THEY SO HAPPY ANSWERING THE
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09:21:54
09:21:54
09:21:56
09:22:03
09:22:17
09:22:21
09:23:57

PHONE
From Rosa : "or whatever"
From Kathleen : Or whatever
From Rosa : wtfffff
From Rachel : "supposedly" "or whatever" I am going to launch my
computer out the window
From Rachel : HAVE FUN
From Rachel : OH MY GOD
From Rosa : that's so scary

While the Zoom conversation predominantly took place between three students, every
student (n=8) brought up Josephine County 911 in their midpoint interview. Larisa went
out of her way to ask me for additional resources on the case detailed in the episode, and
explained that the episode became a topic of conversation outside of the Zoom platform
within texts and FaceTime calls with her friends. (Larisa) “I even told my friend when we
were doing homework. I said oh my god, I just listened to this podcast. And it was like, I
just got so mad.” Multiple students explained that they discussed the case with their
family members. Due to the unique situation of virtual learning, students often had family
members within earshot of our class sessions. Two students detailed how their mothers
became involved when listening to this episode.
(Larisa) Yeh, my mom had walked down because I was like not yelling, but like I
was mad. So I was in my kitchen making food during our class while listening to
it and my mom had come down and she was like, why are you yelling? When I
told her about the 911 call, she said that she got like chills over her arm. She's
like, oh, my God that is so crazy.
(Rachel) And I'm sitting here and I'm like, my mouth is gaping open and I'm
looking at my mother in the living room and I'm like, do you hear this? She's like,
I'm mad. I don't want to talk about that. We were both feeling anger because she's
listening to it right along with me because she was sitting in the living room.
The visceral response to this podcast was in part due to the untold nature of the story.
Students could not believe that this had happened and that they were unaware of the
story. Students completed the CML form following our class and overwhelmingly, the
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student response to question #6 on the CML form demonstrated that they understood the
importance of media texts telling not only the most mainstream stories, but other stories
that are just as significant but are not always addressed in the news. See Table 15 for
student responses. By listening to this podcast episode and engaging in the critical media
literacy analysis, students were able to draw conclusions about the power of texts in
sharing some stories while leaving other stories untold. Students recognized the power of
this text to advantage a group of people that otherwise would have had their story
omitted.
Table 15
Generation Why: Josephine County 911 CML Form Question #6 Select Student
Responses

Student

Response

Larisa

The text disadvantages the dispatcher as the
hosts reveal the phone call where the
dispatchers are being rude toward the
situation. The hosts are supporting the
woman's way of trying to stop the man
from assaulting her but unfortunately, the
dispatchers and officers did not effectively
help her.

Neva

This gives a voice to those who have been
assaulted, but it does disadvantage the
authorities for not doing their duty.

Callie

This podcast benefits victims of abuse and
sexual assault because it sheds light on
what they may go through and allow others
to understand, even if they have not
personally experienced abuse. By including
raw phone calls, it allows the listeners to
feel the fear and helplessness of victims.

Kathleen

This text advantages women I would say, it
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allows them to get a wider audience and
maybe get people to understand that assault
happens often, and often times women are
mocked for speaking up. I would also argue
that it advantages men in teaching them.
Julie

This text advantages those who have had
similar situations because it brings light to
the situation.

Podcast #5: Criminal: Lavender Scare. The fifth podcast was a part of the
sexuality and gender topic and both of the student selected podcasts focused on the dark
history of the United States and the treatment of the LGBTQ+ community. Through an
interview with a military veteran, the podcast host told the story of the 1950s
governmental campaign to remove gay and lesbian members from the United States
Army. In reviewing the guided questions for the Lavender Scare episode 100% of
students reported that they were never taught about the Lavender Scare prior to listening
to the podcast episode. Other students reflected on the lack of inclusion of LGBTQ+
history in school.
(Neva) Often, people in the LGBTQ+ aren’t given credit for their
accomplishments, in history books I haven’t heard Alan Turing receive credit for
breaking the Enigma code. I had to learn this through following accounts on
social media that speak about the hidden history. It should be shown that the
LGBTQ+ community has existed for a long time and has only come out because
the world has started becoming more accepting.
(Rachel) This part of history receives far less exposure and analysis than the red
scare because they do not want to put the government in a negative light,
especially during the Cold War when they were supposed to be the good guys.
This part of history also receives far less exposure than other historical examples
of discrimination because, unfortunately, it was during the Cold War, and was
overshadowed by the Red Scare in history books.
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In addition to the guiding questions, the CML responses indicated that by viewing this
podcast through a critical media literacy lens they were able to identify the ways in which
this podcast could help challenge negative ideas about a group of people. See Table 16
for student responses. The practice of analyzing a media text through a critical media
literacy framework continued to create spaces for students to disrupt a common
understanding (Norris et al., 2012) that typically presented as a dominant way of
thinking.
Table 16
Criminal: Lavender Scare CML Form Question #6

Student

Response

Rachel

This text advantages people who have been
in similar situations to Helen's, especially
veterans. This text disadvantages the U.S.
armed forces as well as President
Eisenhower who signed the executive order
that allowed this to happen, and it rightly
puts them in a negative light.

Neva

This gives a voice to a lesbian military
woman who suffered at the hands of
prosecution from the government. It helps
give a platform to the struggles of the
LGTBQ+ community throughout the years
and the continued fight for equality. This
has the government in disadvantage as it
had put the citizens in a position of
unemployment and closed doors from being
helped.

Callie

This podcast advantages members of the
LGBTQ+ community because it challenges
homophobic ideologies and informs the
audience about hardships that they have
been through-and continue to go through.
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Julie

It advantages people who are a part of the
LGBTQ community because it is sharing
the discrimination they faced.

Podcast #8: Caught: I Just Want You to Come Home. The eighth podcast was
included within the unit on racism, and in this final podcast of the study, students listened
to the story of two Black individuals who were convicted and imprisoned for crimes they
committed as children. Through interviews and media sound-bites the podcast traces how
criminal justice policies have disproportionately impacted black and brown youth. At this
point in the study, students were very familiar with the CML form and their responses to
Question #6 were indicative of their abilities in analyzing the role of media texts in
advantaging and disadvantaging particular groups. See Table 17 for student responses.
Table 17
Caught: I Just Want You to Come Home CML Form Question #6

Student

Response

Rachel

This text advantages kids like Dwayne or Z
by giving them a voice to tell their stories.
This text disadvantages the criminal justice
system, and rightly so, by revealing the
truth about what they do to children.

Neva

This text gives voice to those who have
been unfairly deemed a criminal at a young
age. It also makes points so that the
government can take responsibility for their
actions of prejudice. It also helps expose
the stereotypes that continue living in
today's day.

Larisa

It gives an advantage to people who have
been in a similar situation because it allows
those who have been silenced to speak
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about what they have faced and make
known of the injustices. It as well brings a
negative connotation to the justice
department and politicians who have
believed in law and order.
Callie

This podcast advantages black children
because it exposes how the nation’s justice
system is biased against them.

Kathleen

This text advantages minorities because it
allows a voice and platform for their stories
and through this hopefully more attention
and change can come from this.

As evidenced by the selected podcast vignettes, when analyzing podcasts through
a critical media literacy framework, students were able to confidently question who
benefits and who is harmed in media texts. Furthermore, by listening to podcast episodes
that happened to discuss controversial or misunderstood topics students were able to see
the power in the previous media texts that shaped their understanding of the world around
them. This is significant because through the consistent use of the critical media literacy
framework, students were unable to ignore the role of the media in perpetuating specific
narratives.
Students show signs of critical consumption. The critical media literacy
framework was a valuable tool in helping students learn to critically evaluate media
sources. As students analyzed podcasts through a critical media literacy lens, the impact
of the framework extended beyond the podcasts. Responses coded to this particular
theme corresponded with student acknowledgement that all media texts require a level of
criticality, and it is their role as the consumer to engage with all texts from this
standpoint.
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Because of the podcast analysis that took place in class students began to question
other sources of information. Multiple students explained that due to their participation in
this study they have extended the critical media literacy stance to the news.
(PI) It's allowed me to take a step back when I hear, like, everything even on the
news or anything and determine who's telling me it and if it is reliable, what
they're telling me and what research they did to come to those facts.
(PI) I've been able to see things more critically and just like watching the news or
something like that. Now I can point out biases and stuff like that and see how it
advantages one person, but it doesn't for the other.

Another student began to question her acceptance of social media as a news source. (PI)
“I don’t like automatically believe everything I see on Instagram now, when people post
stuff, I kind of like look more into it and research it a bit before I automatically believe
stuff.” Participants also expressed hesitancy towards blindly accepting all information as
fact. (PI) “Now you're just seeing things through a critical lens and not just accepting any
information that any person gives you.” Students also viewed their experience as
fundamental in preventing misunderstandings, or even worse indoctrination.
(MPI) “I feel like if you don’t analyze things the way that we’ve been doing the
podcasts, you’re going to almost get like media brainwashed by what you’re not
understanding. I think it’s important to analyze every source of media the way
that we analyze the podcasts, especially the specific questions you asked.
As participants in this study, students analyzed podcasts through a critical media
literacy approach, and had opportunities to identify oppression, understand the role that
the media plays in preserving or preventing inequities, and discover personal agency by
questioning stereotypes, racism, sexism and discrimination.
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In Chapter 5, I will present connections between my research questions,
theoretical framework and findings, and reflect on the implications of these conclusions
for teacher practice, student learning, and critical media literacy research.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
Overview
Throughout this qualitative action research study, I focused on understanding
students’ perceptions of podcasts when used to supplement course texts, as well as how
students responded to podcasts when situated in critical media literacy practices.
Students (n =8) in my Intro to Social Justice participated in this study, over a ten-week
period, on the Zoom software platform. Each participant provided robust responses
through their engagement with pre and post questionnaire surveys, interviews, classroom
conversations, guided questions, and a recurrent critical media literacy form.
Using first-cycle methods, I engaged in In Vivo Coding to truly “hear” what the
students were sharing with me. In Vivo Coding was an appropriate first-cycle coding
method for this study, because it helped elevate student voices and experiences (Saldaña,
2016) both of which were essential to further understand the research questions. Next, I
employed Pattern Coding to review first-cycle In Vivo Codes and develop major themes.
Pattern Coding allowed me to organize the data into meaningful themes (Miles et al.,
2020; Saldaña, 2016), while triangulating data from multiple sources (Mertler, 2020;
Mills, 2018). Using Pattern Coding I generated twelve pattern codes that were reduced to
six themes. See Table 18
Table 18
Research Questions and Themes

Research Question

Themes

How do students perceive the uses of
podcasts in the classroom compared to
other media texts?

1) Podcasts are an engaging
instructional tool.
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a) Do students feel the
podcasts are
enjoyable?
b) Do students feel the
podcasts are helpful
in supplementing
course material?
How do students respond to podcasts
when analyzed through a critical media
literacy framework?

2) Podcasts increase student
exposure to multiple
perspectives.
3) Students accept podcasts as
an information source.

1) Student voices are elevated.
2) Students question the role
of texts.
3) Students show signs of
critical consumption.

Following the completion of the action research process, I reviewed the themes
that I developed from the action research process, identified my next steps, and generated
the following conclusions based on the results of my findings.
1) At the secondary level podcasts were embraced as a classroom text.
2) Podcasts served as “windows and sliding glass doors” to diverse perspectives
and discourses.
3) Through the consistent use of critical media literacy practices, students learned
to question and deconstruct media texts.
Summary of Qualitative Results
At the onset of this study, I surveyed the participants about their experiences with
podcasts. As addressed in Chapter 4, 100% of my students reported that they listened to a
podcast in a class other than my own. Their familiarity with podcasts as an instructional
strategy was not surprising considering the documented use of podcasts as a classroom
tool (see Bianchi-Pennington, 2018; Borgia, 2009; Dlott, 2017; Faughey, 2019; Kennedy
& Wexler, 2013; Putman & Kingsley, 2009). However, the goal of this study was to
assess how students perceived the classroom use of podcasts, while also situating
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podcasts within a critical media literacy framework. As a researcher, I wanted to add to
the literature on the use of podcasts in the classroom, particularly when explicitly framed
in a critical media literacy perspective, due to the need for more critical media literacy
classroom practices (see Alvermann & Hagood, 2000; Buckingham, 2007; Coffey, 2008;
Gainer, 2010; Kellner & Share, 2007b; McLeod & Vasinda, 2008). In the following
sections, I will review and expand upon each of the three conclusions.
Conclusion #1
Students at the secondary level embraced podcasts as a classroom text. Initially,
students reported some trepidation in regard to the use of podcasts as an enjoyable
instructional tool; however, by the end of the study all eight students provided positive
statements when asked to reflect upon their classroom experience with podcasts as
supplementary texts. Podcasts were presented to the students as a media text that would
be used to supplement curriculum-based texts. The use of podcasts as a classroom text
echoes a key tenet of critical media literacy, which is that literacy is inclusive of a
number of forms beyond traditional print formats (Morrell et al., 2013). Because podcasts
were presented as a supplemental text, they were not intended to replace traditional
reading materials, but instead, further support established classroom materials. The use of
supplemental texts is an important element of critical literacy, and in this study, each
podcast was used to supplement or add to student understanding of a particular social
justice issue and provide students access to perspectives that may differ from
standardized materials found in the curriculum.
Students reported embracing podcasts as an instructional practice because of the
highly engaging nature of the episodes. Students played a major role in selecting the
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podcasts, so the high level of student engagement may be attributed to student choice;
however, students expressed their engagement beyond their involvement in selecting
classroom materials. For instance, students found podcasts to be conversational, and
appreciated the colloquial nature of the episodes, particularly when they were learning
about topics that were often sensitive in nature. The conversational nature of podcasts
opened students to discuss what they heard with their classmates in and out of the
classroom. hooks (1996) posited a similar argument when using film as a media text in
the classroom, stating “movies not only provided a narrative for specific discourses of
race, sex, and class they provide a shared experience, a common starting point from
which diverse audiences can dialogue about these charged issues” (p. 3). Additionally,
the conversational nature of podcasts offered a new way for students to connect with
topics that may have been unrelatable or insignificant because of their personal
experiences or distance from a particular event or topic (Labadie et al., 2012). Students
explained that because podcasts were conversational, they felt that listening to podcasts
was akin to socialization which in turn encouraged students to pay attention and listen to
what the hosts or guests had to say. More significantly, because of their level of
engagement, students deeply discussed the podcast content and questioned the values and
arguments presented by the podcast episodes.
When addressing the acceptance of podcasts as a classroom text, students
frequently mentioned the incorporation of interviews, media sound bites, and other
production techniques throughout the episodes. Rodero (2012) explained that when
stories are told through audio files, listeners are more involved and engaged when the
files include dialogue and dramatization when compared to single-person narration. In
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this study, even the podcasts with single hosts integrated music, guests, and media sound
bites. Students continually mentioned the 911 call as an audio feature that really helped
them connect and empathize. Students also cited interviews as an audio element that
enabled them to really hear and understand perspectives. Table 19 details the audio
elements used in the podcasts that were included in this study.
Table 19
Podcast Audio Elements
Podcast Name

Podcast Episode

Audio Element

Chisme that matters

The Latina Stereotype and
How We Are Changing
This Narrative | Erika &
Ana from Latina Made Not
Maid

● Intro/Outro Music
● Twohosts/conversational
• Interview guests

Dear White Women

Halloween and Cultural
Appropriation

● Intro/Outro Music
● Twohosts/conversational
● Intro/Outro Music
● Twohosts/conversational
● Media sound bites
(911 call)
● Intro/Outro Music
● One host/single
narration
● Interview Guests
● Media sound bites
(news clips)
● Intro/Outro Music
● One host/ single
narration
● Interview Guests

Generation Why:

Hidden Brain:

Criminal:

Josephine County 911

Why Now? The
Psychological Forces
Behind a Cultural
Reckoning: Understanding
#MeToo
Lavender Scare
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NPR 1A:

How Activists Were
Finally Heard About the
AIDS Epidemic

•
•
•
•

Criminal:

Caught:

Knock & Announce

I Just Want You to Come
Home

Intro/Outro Music
One host/single
narration
Interview Guests
Media sound bites
(news clips)

● Intro/Outro Music
● One host/single
narration
● Interview Guests
● Media sound bites
(police interviews)
● Intro/Outro Music
● One host/single
narration
● Interview Guests
● Media sound bites
(news clips, police
interviews)

Students also accepted podcasts as a classroom text because of the scaffolding
provided by guided podcast questions. With guided questions, podcast listening was
transformed from a passive listening process to a more active task in which students
answered questions to aid in understanding. As a classroom tool, podcasts have been
paired with a printed transcripts to assist students in reading comprehension (Godsey,
2016); however, there is no research to date that pairs specific guiding questions with
podcast episodes. Students equated the use of guiding questions to a pre-reading strategy
that allowed them to preview the material they were about to learn and engage in
purposeful listening. Additionally, students felt that the guided questions helped center
their focus as they adjusted to the audio-only nature of podcasts. However, it is important
to note the distinction between the role of guided questions in assisting in reading
comprehension and critical literacy (Norris et al., 2012). As a practice, guided questions
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do not align with principles of critical literacy; however, the use of guided questions in
this study did support students in their ability to understand and summarize podcast
content. Consequently, students were able to adopt a critical lens and apply critical media
literacy practices to podcasts because they fully synthesized the podcast content (Norris
et al., 2012). When podcasts were coupled with guided questions, students were able to
actively listen, preview the text, and listen with intention so they could then read and
critique the media text beyond basic levels of comprehension.
Students accepted podcasts as a classroom text because of their ability to connect
with and engage with the material. From an instructional standpoint, teachers may want
to create a library of podcast episodes that are conversational and include a multitude of
audio elements. Additionally, students engaged with the material and felt comfortable
using podcasts as a classroom text because of the guiding questions. The guiding
questions provided support for students especially those who were used to engaging in
pre-reading strategies. It is my assertion that without this initial engagement with the
podcasts, students would have struggled to take part in critical media literacy practices.
Therefore, in order to promote criticality students must accept podcasts as a valued and
engaging instructional material.
Conclusion #2
Podcasts served as “windows and sliding glass doors” to diverse perspectives and
discourses. A major argument for critical literacy and critical media literacy practices in
the classroom is rooted in the prevalence of dominant ideologies and dominant media
sources that shape both classroom materials and media texts (Garcia et al., 2013; Kellner
& Share, 2007c; Kellner & Share, 2019). In this study, podcasts served as a media text
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that provided students with a variety of perspectives, some of which differed from the
dominant narratives students were used to hearing, thus providing students opportunities
to hear from diverse perspectives. Sims Bishop (1990) addressed the need for
perspectives in the classroom in her call for the inclusion of culturally diverse literature in
schools. Bishop (1990) positioned texts in the classroom as having three roles: mirrors,
windows, or sliding glass doors. As a mirror, texts provided students an opportunity to
see themselves in what they read. As a window, students were given insight into the lives
and experiences of others. As a sliding glass door, students go beyond the lives and
experiences of others and take on a new perspective. When reviewing the pre-study
questionnaires, interview transcripts, and critical media literacy forms, it was evident that
students viewed podcasts as both windows and sliding glass doors. The critical media
literacy form promoted critical inquiry through the evaluation of podcasts for the
proliferation of dominant ideologies, problematic ideologies, and forms of prejudice
(Kellner & Share, 2019). However, a second tenet of critical media literacy was to
position existing media in ways that can highlight diversity and multiple perspectives
(Kellner & Share, 2005; Kellner & Share, 2019). In this study, podcasts became that
media. Podcasts when analyzed within a critical media literacy framework helped
students identify the power of media in promoting some perspectives and not others.
Podcasts as windows. In her post-interview, Rachel stated, “These are stories that
you are not going to hear in a headline. We didn’t hear about this happening. I had no
idea.” Callie expressed the same sentiment in her post-study interview, claiming, “this
just makes me think about like other views that aren't being projected on the media and
like the news.” Callie and Rachel were not the only students who expressed dismay that
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the stories they heard on podcasts were not more widely shared; however, these student
quotes helped highlight the role podcasts played in providing information about the lives
and experiences of others.
Podcasts as sliding glass doors. In this study podcasts also served as sliding
glass doors, meaning that students were able to take the new information they received
from the podcast, acknowledge their own position, and change their perspective. At the
mid-point interview, Callie reflected on her own experiences as a white female and how
the podcasts impacted her perspective and inspired her to acknowledge her own privilege.
Like me being White, obviously, I can’t relate to a lot of the struggles that these
people in podcasts are facing, but it gives them a platform to teach about their
oppression. And I can acknowledge my white privilege to help the situation. And
it kind of teaches me that.
At the post-interview, Julie addressed how her perspective has often been influenced by
her father who works as a police officer.
I’ve always seen it from like a cop’s point of view. That’s all I’ve grown up with,
like seeing things from that point of view. And like lately, like with the podcasts
and everything going on in the news, I get to see it from other people’s point of
view and like understand everything more.
Both of these students come from very different backgrounds, but both were able to
reflect on their own identities and position the podcast episodes as tools that would assist
them in changing their perspectives.
Through the use of podcasts in the classroom, teachers can select materials that go
beyond “mirrors” and instead provide students “windows” and “sliding glass doors”.
Meaning students can use podcasts to see perspectives and hear stories that are not
commonly shared and may possibly even change their perspective or provide them with a
new perspective. However, students should analyze podcasts within the framework of
critical media literacy so they can begin to independently identify the ways in which
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podcasts may promote dominant or counter-hegemonic narratives because not all
podcasts present diverse perspectives or serve as platforms for untold narratives.
Conclusion #3
Through the consistent use of critical media literacy practices, students learned to
question and deconstruct media texts. Throughout this study, participants were asked to
answer the same six questions about each podcast episode. The questions were based
upon the Kellner and Share (2019) framework and introduced students to critical media
literacy practices. When provided with eight meaningful opportunities to apply critical
media literacy practices to a media text, students engaged in practices that allowed them
to move beyond basic comprehension. Students began to question the power of the media
and its influence over audiences (Kellner & Share, 2007c) learned to take a critical stance
and moved from passive receivers of information to critical consumers (Mirra et al.,
2018).
Prior to this study, the participants were not familiar with the critical media
literacy framework. Historically, teachers within the school district provided students
with guidance and support when evaluating online sources, but the focus was usually
based upon establishing source credibility. While important, source credibility is one of
many elements that require analysis when interacting with online sources and other media
texts. As discussed throughout this dissertation, critical media literacy is a needed
classroom practice not just because of the quantity of media exposure but because
students are often unaware of the subtle impact media have on what they learn about,
think about, and believe (Kellner & Share, 2005). Therefore, the consistent use of the
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critical media literacy framework became a major force in encouraging students to move
beyond surface analysis to a deeper level of inquiry.
The critical media literacy framework is comprehensive, and if desired, teachers
could spend a significant amount of time exploring each conceptual understanding and
associated question with students. However, for the purpose of this study, students were
provided an overview of the framework, and then worked within each conceptual
understanding each time they analyzed a podcast. Despite addressing all questions,
students visibly focused their energy on the final question on the form. This question
asked students to consider who the text advantaged or disadvantaged (Kellner & Share,
2019). This line of questioning helped students recognize the ways in which texts
perpetuated and challenged narratives, and at the same time created a space in which
students gained confidence in questioning the text themselves. It was through this process
that students identified the ways in which podcasts advantaged and disadvantaged
individuals. Overwhelmingly, students reported the ways in which the podcasts used in
this study advantaged the stories of victims, historically discriminated against groups and
minority youth.
By the end of the study, students viewed media differently. They moved beyond
simply assessing sources for credibility and were now armed with a new approach to
critically discuss not just podcasts but all texts they encountered. Participants in this study
mentioned situations in which they questioned what stories were shared on both
Instagram and television news because of their experiences analyzing podcasts. Students
also commented on the dangers in blindly accepting media, citing concerns of “media
brainwashing” and “biases''. As discussed in Chapter 4, students were empowered to
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apply critical media literacy practices to other sources of information. Hammer (2009)
argues that it is important to teach critical media literacy because it empowers students to
actively question media, which is an important practice in a hypermediated society.
Students acknowledged the need for critical media literacy practices to prevent
misinterpretation of texts that they now understood were constructed to consciously or
subconsciously influence readers towards a particular viewpoint or ideology (Alvermann,
2002; Gainer et al., 2009; Morrell & Duncan Andrade 2005/2006).
Limitations
A limitation in this study relates to researcher positionality. As addressed in
Chapter 3, research positionality addresses my role as both the researcher and practitioner
and my unique relationship with the setting and participants within the study. While the
design of action research presents opportunities to connect theory and practice by placing
the teacher within the research process (Mertler, 2020; Mills, 2018), the closeness of the
researcher to the participants and data collection creates a potential for bias. To prevent
this limitation from impacting the results a few actions were taken. First, at the beginning
of the study, students were advised that their feedback throughout the study would not
impact their grade or progress in the course. Before each interview students were
reminded that they should be honest in their responses, and that their honesty would
assist me as both an educator and researcher, and responses they believed were counter to
what I believed would not hurt my feelings or my study results. Additionally, multiple
data sources were polyangulated to account for bias and establish accurate findings
(Mertler, 2020; Mills, 2018). Despite these standards of rigor (Mertler, 2020), there was
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still the potential that participants may skew or alter their answers to align with how they
perceived I wanted them to respond.
Another possible limitation of this study was the research setting. This study took
place in a specialty academy with a focus on social justice. Students in this academy selfidentified as students with an interest in social justice issues. This study may be hard to
replicate in other school districts, due to the very specific nature of the setting and
identified interests of the students. This is not to say that the conclusions presented will
not generalize, but rather that the uniqueness of this specific setting should be kept in
mind when analyzing the narrative data.
An additional limitation in this inquiry relates to the Covid-19 pandemic and the
impact of the pandemic on the sample size. Action research studies utilize convenience
sampling because the studies are conducted within the classroom of the researcher. This
study was initially intended for two sections of the Intro to Social Justice course, a total
of twenty-one students. However, one of the sections had significant attendance issues
related to the pandemic. Due to pandemic-related job loss, many students worked parttime jobs to help their families. The students often worked these jobs during school
hours, and as a result, missed class. Additionally, other students were not comfortable
engaging in class discussions on the Zoom platform. Consequently, it was for these
reasons that I removed the second section of the Intro to Social Justice course from the
study. A larger sample size would further validate the findings of this study.
Recommendations for Future Research
The goal of this dissertation was to explore student perceptions of podcasts as an
instructional tool at the secondary level while addressing the need for classrooms to serve
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as spaces that foster critical literacy (see Ciardiello, 2004; Herbeck & Beier, 2003;
Freebody & Freiberg, 2011; Hammer (2009); Kellner & Share, 2007c; Labadie et al.,
2012; Luke, 2000; Patel Stevens & Bean, 2007). Considering that in the existing
literature podcasts are rarely used with critical media literacy practices (see Montgomery,
2014), additional studies are needed that continue to examine the role of podcasts as a
critical media literacy practice. Future researchers may want to consider the use of
podcasts as an instructional tool when analyzed from a critical media literacy lens with a
larger group of participants in a less specific setting. A major finding of this study was
that students recognized podcasts as a tool that allowed them to identify and consider
multiple perspectives; therefore, it is recommended that future research further explore
the use of podcasts as a way to highlight diversity and multiple perspectives in the
classroom. Doing so will provide further insight into the potential of podcasts to promote
diverse perspectives while also further exploring the potential for podcasts, as a media
text to perpetuate dominate narratives.
In this study the podcasts were intentionally positioned as supplemental texts,
aligning with classroom elements of critical literacy. However, podcasts could also serve
as mentor texts and narrative texts in the classroom (The Learning Network, 2020).
Further research could position podcasts in various textual roles within the classroom to
see how they are perceived by students when used in different variations.
Future researchers may also want to explore the role of podcasts as a support in
special education classrooms. In this study, the podcasts were positioned as a
supplementary text; however, research focused on the role of podcasts as a support for
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students with learning disabilities would provide further insight into the potential of
podcasts as a multimodal classroom.
Recommendations for Practice
In an effort to make classrooms reflective of the media-centric world in which we
live, teachers should consider including podcasts as a classroom media text. This study
added to the research on the use and effectiveness of podcasts in a secondary (9-12)
school setting and resulted in a few recommendations for practice.
Support students in podcast selection. Students were highly engaged when
using podcast episodes as supplementary texts because they were provided an
opportunity to select podcast episodes for classroom use. When considering podcasts as
an instructional tool students should be involved in the selection process. Including
students in the selection process helped create true learning partnerships (Behrman, 2006;
Creighton, 1997; Freire, 1970; Herbeck et al., 2008) while ensuring that the materials
were varied and legitimized students as co-collaborators.
Consider audio elements. When selecting podcasts for classroom use it is helpful
to review the audio features that are used within the podcast episode. As referenced in
Table 19, there are a number of ways audio is integrated throughout episodes and certain
audio elements help students connect and engage with the podcast material. In this study
students preferred podcast episodes that incorporated media clips and interviews.
Provide guided questions. When incorporating podcasts into the classroom as an
instructional tool, consider the use of guided questions. As addressed in Chapter 3,
guided podcast questions were not initially included in the study design. However, the
questions helped focus student attention which may be a necessary component if students
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are not used to listening to podcasts. Guided questions supported students in active
listening, enabled students to preview the text, and listen with intention.
Consistently incorporate critical media literacy practices. In order to support
students in their critical media literacy practices, this study utilized the Kellner and Share
(2019) framework. The repetitive use of this framework truly allowed students to become
comfortable with the distinguishing features of what it means to critically analyze media.
Podcasts served as an entryway for students to learn about critical media literacy, but
ultimately students were able to connect this practice to media texts beyond podcasts.
Position podcasts as a media text. Early in the study, students began to compare
podcasts to traditional classroom texts. While I did ask the students to compare the use of
podcasts to other texts, they began to view podcasts as an alternative to reading, which
was not the goal of this study. Table 7 in Chapter 3 depicts In Vivo codes detailing this
feedback. Podcasts are a meaningful media text that have several features that are not
available in traditional reading materials; however, students should not view them as
something to replace reading. Therefore, if using podcasts as an instructional tool,
introduce podcasts as one of the many media texts available for consumption, so students
can see the value in both types of texts.
Conclusion
This study investigated students’ experiences with podcasts, specifically when
analyzed from a critical media literacy stance. With the proliferation of technology and
media, it is more important than ever to provide students with structured learning
experiences framed within critical media literacy practices. Students should learn how to
interpret the media texts that shape their understandings of the world. Teachers can
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position media texts in the classroom in ways that are constructive for learning and at the
same time promote a critical media literacy stance. This study centered podcasts as the
vehicle that helped students engage in critical inquiry, interrogate multiple perspectives,
and question mainstream narratives. The innovations of Web 2.0, while vast, should be
welcomed into the classroom, and utilized as pathways to dynamic critical media literacy
learning.
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APPENDIX A
Intro to Social Justice Course Description

Social justice is defined as the view that everyone deserves equal economic, political, and
social rights and opportunities. In this introductory course, students will have the
opportunity to engage critically with key elements of social justice. Each unit of the
course will build upon the last, asking students to first value themselves, and examine
their beliefs, identity characteristics, and emotions, and how these may impact their
understanding of social justice. Students will gain respect for the history, characteristics,
and cultures of groups and individuals that are different from themselves, providing a
strong foundation for them to critically examine major issues of social injustice,
including but not limited to racial discrimination, ageism, sexuality, and gender, child
welfare, poverty, and economic injustices. Finally, students will be provided the space to
explore different social movements of people who organized, collaborated, and stood
together to address issues of social injustice and enact social change, and steps they can
take to raise awareness and take action themselves.
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APPENDIX B
Lesson Plan Schedule
Weekly Lesson Outline
Week #
1

Class #1
Introduce students to
critical media literacy
framework.
Discuss unit focus- Issues
of Social Justice

Class #2
Students will share podcast
research.
Students will complete a
chart sharing eight podcasts
to be used in the following
weeks.

Direct students to sign up
for a unit and begin to
search for podcasts that
align with the topics within
the issues of social justice
unit.
2-11

Lesson on the unit topic
(two weeks of instruction
per topic)
Listen to podcast selection
Complete Critical Media
Literacy analysis
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Share and discuss the
Critical Media Literacy
analysis

APPENDIX C
Pre-study questionnaire

Section I: Yes/No Questions
1) Do you know what a podcast is?
2) Do you listen to podcasts on your own?
3) Have you ever listened to a podcast in class?
Section II: Likert Scale Questions
Using the following scale, rate the statements in each section:
1: strongly disagree
2: somewhat disagree
3: neither agree nor disagree
4: somewhat agree
5: strongly agree
1) I use online platforms (social media, websites, etc.) to access news and
information.
2) I prefer to use traditional paper texts in the classroom (printed articles,
newspapers, magazines, and textbooks)
3) I prefer to use media and technology-based texts in the classroom (videos, music,
internet resources)
4) I prefer to use a mix of traditional paper texts and media texts in the classroom.
5) I enjoy listening to podcasts
6) I believe that all voices are heard in the media.
7) I have felt manipulated by the media.
8) The media promotes dominant views and ideologies.
9) I obtain most of my news and information from the media and technology-based
texts.
10) My personal experiences shape how I understand media messages
11) I feel included in classroom decision making.
12) I feel that I work with my teachers as partners in my learning.
13) I would like more student choice in the classroom.
Section III: Open-ended questions
1) Where do you look for news and other information?
2) How would you describe the classroom settings in which you felt you were
included the most?
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APPENDIX D
Post-study Questionnaire
Section I: Yes/No Questions
1) Prior to this project, did you listen to podcasts?
2) If you answered no to number 1, do you listen to podcasts now?
Section II: Likert Scale Questions
Using the following scale, rate the statements in each section:
1: strongly disagree
2: somewhat disagree
3: neither agree nor disagree
4: somewhat agree
5: strongly agree
1) I prefer to use traditional paper texts in the classroom (printed articles, textbooks,
etc.)
2) I prefer to use media and technology-based texts in the classroom (videos, music,
internet resources)
3) I prefer to use a mix of traditional paper texts and media texts in the classroom.
4) I enjoyed using podcasts as a classroom media text and source of information
5) I think podcasts are a helpful way of gaining knowledge.
6) I will continue to listen to podcasts to gain knowledge.
7) I would like to continue to use podcasts in the classroom.
8) Podcasts provide me with multiple perspectives.
9) Podcasts represent marginalized voices.
10) Podcasts promote dominant ideologies.
11) Podcasts inspire me to make a change and take action.
12) I enjoyed collaborating with my peers and teacher when selecting podcasts for
classroom use.
13) I felt like a partner in learning with my teacher when selecting podcasts.

Section III: Open-ended questions
1) How would you describe your classroom experience using podcasts as an
instructional tool?
2) Describe your experience in locating and selecting podcasts for your project.
3) Did engaging in critical media literacy practices with podcasts changed how you
viewed the content?
4) Did selecting podcasts make you feel included and represented in the classroom
curriculum? Explain your response. `
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APPENDIX E
Semi-structured Interview Framework
Semi-structured interview #1
1) How do you like using podcasts in the classroom?
2) Would you describe listening to podcasts as enjoyable?
3) Would you describe listening to podcasts as a helpful way to access
knowledge/information?
4) Has anything surprised you when analyzing podcasts from a critical media
literacy perspective?
5) Describe your experience analyzing podcasts so far from a critical media literacy
stance.

Semi-structured interview #2
1) How did you like using podcasts in the classroom?
2) Would you describe listening to podcasts as enjoyable?
3) Would you describe listening to podcasts as a helpful way to access
knowledge/information?
4) Do you think podcasts are a good classroom tool?
5) Describe your experience analyzing podcasts so far from a critical media literacy
stance.
6) Did this project make you think to analyze other forms of media differently?
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APPENDIX F
Podcast Analysis Form

Podcast Analysis Questions
Questions
WHO are all the possible people who made choices that helped create this podcast?
HOW was this podcast constructed and delivered/accessed?
HOW could this podcast be understood differently?
WHAT values, points of view, and ideologies are represented or missing from this
podcast or influenced by the medium?
WHY was this podcast created and/or shared?
WHOM does this podcast advantage and/or disadvantage?
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APPENDIX G
Critical Media Literacy Student Presentation Slides
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APPENDIX H
Jamboard Responses
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140
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APPENDIX I
Podcast List
Topic/Theme
Stereotypes

Podcast Name

Episode

Hidden Brain

Stereotype Threat

Runtime
22 minutes

Come Through with Jeff Yang on the
Rebecca Carroll
Hard Work of
Allyship

40 minutes

Hidden Brain

Can A Child Be
Raised Free Of
Gender
Stereotypes? This
Family Tried

51 minutes

Invisibilia

Culture Inside

50 minutes (start
after six minute
mark)

Dear White Women Halloween and
Cultural
Appropriation

40 minutes

Code Switch

Hip-Hop, Mass
Incarceration, And
A Conspiracy
Theory For The
Ages

59 minutes

Tamarindo

How We Hold Bias 39 minutes
& What We Can Do
About It!

Chisme that matters

The Latina
35 minutes
Stereotype and How
We Are Changing
This Narrative |
Erika & Ana from
Latina Made Not
Maid

Dear White Women Transforming
Relationships with
Native American
Culture
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48 minutes

Hidden Brain

Guys, We Have A
48 minutes
Problem: How
American
Masculinity Creates
Lonely Men

Hidden Brain

The Psychological
52 minutes
Forces Behind A
Cultural Reckoning:
Understanding
#MeToo

Generation Why

Josephine County
911

52 minutes

Stuff Mom Never
Told You

Sexist Emoji?

54 minutes

Stuff Mom Never
Told You

What is Benevolent
Sexism

42 minutes

Stuff Mom Never
Told You

Women Candidates, 60 minutes
Misinformation and
Disinformation

Stuff Mom Never
Told You

What does it mean
to be ‘Unladylike’
in 2018

38 minutes

The United States
of Anxiety

What Does the
Right Kind of
Woman Sound
Like?

30 minutes

Stuff Mom Never
Told You

#MeToo

53 minutes

The United States
of Anxiety

The Right Kind of
Woman

36 minutes

Justice in America

How Democrats
and Republicans
Created Mass
Incarceration

48 minutes

Uncivil

The Sentence

23 minutes

Sexism

Racism
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Sexuality and
Gender

Revisionist History

Miss Buchanan's
Period Of
Adjustment

34 minutes

The Daily

A Conversation
with A Former
White Nationalist

35 minutes

Still Processing

Reparations for
Aunt Jemima!

35 minutes

Intersectionality
Matters

What Slavery
Engendered: An
Intersectional Look
at 1619

48 minutes

Intersectionality
Matters

When They See
Her: The Story of
Michelle Cusseaux

37 minutes

Throughline

Mass Incarceration

48 minutes

Criminal

Wildin

25 minutes

Criminal

Knock and
Announce

35 minutes

Caught

I just want you to
come home

31 minutes

Making Gay
History

Dr. Evelyn Hooker

18 minutes

Code Switch

How LBGTQ
People of Color are
dealing with
Orlando

34 minutes

American History
Tellers

Stonewall- Eric
42 minutes
Marcus Remembers
the Voices of
Stonewall

Queer America

The Experiences of
Trans People

68 minutes

Story Corps

A Danger to My

16 minutes
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Country- Lavender
Scare
Criminal

Lavender Scare

27 minutes

Queer America

LBGTQ History in
Public Schools

68 minutes

This Podcast Will
Kill You

HIV/AIDS: Apathy
Will Kill You

89 minutes
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APPENDIX J
Selected Social Justice Unit Standards from Teaching Tolerance (2018)
Identity
ID. 9-12.5

I recognize traits of the dominant culture, my
home culture and other cultures, and I am
conscious of how I express my identity as I
move between those spaces.
Diversity

DI.9-12.6

I interact comfortably and respectfully with all
people, whether they are similar to or different
from me.

DI. 9-12.8

I respectfully express curiosity about the history
and lived experiences of others and exchange
ideas and beliefs in an open-minded way.

DI.9-12.10

I understand that diversity includes the impact
of unequal power relations on the development
of group identities and cultures.
Justice

JU. 9-12.11

I relate to all people as individuals rather than
representatives of groups and can identify
stereotypes when I see or hear them.

JU. 9-12.12 2

I can recognize, describe and distinguish
unfairness and injustice at different levels of
society.

JU. 9-12. 13

JU. 9-12. 14

I can explain the short and long-term impact of
biased words and behaviors and unjust practices,
laws and institutions that limit the rights
and freedoms of people based on their identity
groups.
I am aware of the advantages and disadvantages
I have in society because of my membership in
different identity groups, and I know how this
has affected my life.
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APPENDIX K
Sample One pager Sample
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APPENDIX L
Hidden Brain Guiding Questions
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APPENDIX M
NJ State Law C: 18A:35-4.35
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APPENDIX N
LBGTQ+ Student Collage
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APPENDIX O
Criminal Podcast Questions: The Lavender Scare
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APPENDIX P
1A Podcast Questions
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APPENDIX Q
Criminal Podcast Questions: Knock & Announce
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APPENDIX R
Critical Media Literacy Google Form
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APPENDIX S
Synthesis of Pattern Codes into Themes and Findings
Research

Pattern Code

Themes

Findings

Audio Elements

Podcasts are an
engaging
instructional tool.

At the secondary level podcasts were
embraced as a classroom text.

Question
1

Conversational
Connections
Guided
Listening
Informational
audio
Insight Through
Audio

Students accept
podcasts as an
information
source.

Through the consistent use of critical
media literacy practices, students
Podcasts increase
learned to question and deconstruct
student exposure to media texts.
multiple
perspectives

Missing Media
Surprise
Enjoyment

2

Choice Matters
Critical
Consumers
Driving
Discussions
Multiple
Perspectives

Podcasts served as “windows and
sliding glass doors” to diverse
perspectives and discourses.

Student voices are
elevated.
Students question
the role of texts.
Students show
signs of critical
consumption.

Students feel
seen
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